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ABSTRACT
Multivariate ordinal response data, such as severity of pain, degree of disability,
and satisfaction with a healthcare provider, are prevalent in many areas of research
including public health, biomedical, and social science research. Ignoring the multivariate
features of the response variables, that is, by not taking the correlation between the errors
across models into account, may lead to substantially biased estimates and inference. In
addition, such multivariate ordinal outcomes frequently exhibit a high percentage of zeros
(zero inflation) at the lower end of the ordinal scales, as compared to what is expected
under a multivariate ordinal distribution. Thus, zero inflation coupled with the
multivariate structure make it difficult to analyze such data and properly interpret the
results. Methods that have been developed to address the zero-inflated data are limited to
univariate-logit or univariate-probit model, and extension to bivariate (or multivariate)
probit models has been very limited to date.
In this research, a latent variable approach was used to develop a Mixture
Bivariate Zero-Inflated Ordered Probit (MBZIOP) model. A Bayesian MCMC technique
was used for parameter estimation. A simulation study was then conducted to compare
the performances of the estimators of the proposed model with two existing models. The
simulation study suggested that for data with at least a moderate proportion of zeros in
bivariate responses, the proposed model performed better than the comparison models
both in terms of lower bias and greater accuracy (RMSE). Finally, the proposed method
v

was illustrated with a publicly-available drug-abuse dataset to identify highly probable
predictors of: (i) being a user/nonuser of marijuana, cocaine, or both; and (ii), conditional
on user status, the level of consumption of these drugs. The results from the analysis
suggested that older individuals, smokers, and people with a prior criminal background
have a higher risk of being a marijuana only user, or being the user of both drugs.
However, cocaine only users were predicted on the basis of being younger and having
been engaged in the criminal-justice system. Given that an individual is a user of
marijuana only, or user of both drugs, age appears to have an inverse effect on the latent
level of consumption of marijuana as well as cocaine. Similarly, given that a respondent
is a user of cocaine only, all covariates—age, involvement in criminal activities, and
being of black race—are strong predictors of the level of cocaine consumption. The
finding of older age being associated with higher drug consumption may represent a
survival bias whereby previous younger users with high consumption may have been at
elevated risk of premature mortality. Finally, the analysis indicated that blacks are likely
to use less marijuana, but have a higher latent level of cocaine given that they are user of
both drugs.

vi

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1

Background
Ordinal categorical response data are collected frequently in many areas of

research including biomedical studies, social and behavioral research, and in
psychological studies. For example in biomedical research, responses such as severity of
diseases (none, mild, moderate, and severe), degree of pain, satisfaction with healthcare
services(very dissatisfied, dissatisfied, neither nor, satisfied and satisfied, very satisfied)
are inherently ordinal in nature (Williamson et al. , 1995; Gallefoss & Bakke, 2000) .
Similarly in social and behavioral research, attitude towards divorce (strongly disagree to
strongly agree), use of illicit drug like marijuana and cocaine (no use, monthly use,
weekly use and daily use) are also of ordinal nature (Murphy et al., 2008). In psychology,
factors like levels of distress (not at all, a little bit, somewhat, quite a bit, very much),
perceived stress, anxiety and depression (rarely to all the time) are also coded as
categorical responses.
Often, when measuring abnormal behavior such as use of illicit drug use,
symptom and side effects of rare diseases, suicidal ideation and long term care utilization,
measurement of excess zeros (also called zero-inflation problem in statistics literatures)
occur because of many none or no use responses. Many instances such as in drug abuse
and treatment study (DATOS), there are considerable number of people who never use a
1

particular drug (marijuana or cocaine for example) at all (none user), whereas others
might not have used either drug at the time of survey (zero-consumption), but when the
situation is conducive they may use the drug. The primary purpose of a zero inflated
model is, therefore, to account for excess zeros by incorporating sources of zeroinflation: non-participation (structural zeros) or zero consumption (sampling zeros)
(Mohri and Roark, 2005).
The occurrence of zero inflation is not limited to a single ordinal response, but
very often it may happen in several ordinal outcomes simultaneously. Thus, there are
occasions when multiple correlated measurements, such as measurement related to two
eyes of the same individual, are collected together and having excess zeros. For example,
in a diabetic retinopathy study (Williamson et al., 1995), severity of diabetic retinopathy
were measured on both eyes of the same individual using ordinal measurement (none,
mild, moderate and proliferative). In a behavioral survey research like DATOS study
(Murphy et al., 2008) , marijuana and cocaine use (monthly, weekly, daily and no use)
by an individual is another example of bivariate ordinal responses.
Presence of Zero inflation in joint (bivariate or multivariate) ordinal categorical
data makes it difficult to analyze and interpret such ordinal response data. One of the
reasons of slow development of ordinal model to address such issues in comparison to
continuous and binary data is the computational complexities of such models. As a result,
models to address such issues are still in preliminary states and development of software
to fit such ordinal responses is very limited as well.
The traditional multinomial logit (McCullagh, 1980; Peterson & Harrell, 1990) or
the traditional ordered probit model (McKelvey & Zavoina, 1975; Greene & Hensher,
2

2010) are not very appropriate methods to analyze such ordinal categorical data. These
traditional methods have limited capacity to explaining presence of zeros (Harris and
Zhao, 2007). Because of lack of proper model and software to address such issues of
zero-inflation and multiple ordinal measurements, in many areas especially in social and
biomedical sciences, people still analyze such ordinal data either ignoring ordinal nature
of data and treating as if they were continuous data (especially in psychology and
epidemiology) or combining discrete (ordinal) into two category (Yes/No) and use usual
binary logistic regression analysis. By doing so we may either loose information and
efficiency or estimates or parameters are likely to be biased (Fielding and Yang, 2005),
and in some cases numerical convergence might fail. Simulation studies have suggested
that when the number of group is too small, one will lose the efficiency (Min and Agresti,
2005).
Although considerable attention has been given to zero-inflated count data
(Lambert, 1992; Mullahy, 1997; Li et al. , 1999; Hall, 2000; Yau & Lee, 2001; Hall &
Zhang, 2004; Min & Agresti, 2005; Lee et al. , 2006; Xie et al. , 2008) , research on zeroinflated ordinal data is still underdeveloped. Most of the existing methods developed in
zero-inflated ordinal data are limited to the univariate response using two-part ordered
probit model (Harris & Zhao, 2007; Gurmu & Dagne, 2009) and multinomial logit model
(Kelley and Anderson, 2008) based on proportional odds (McCullagh, 1980) and partial
proportional odds (Peterson and Harrell, 1988) methods. The Bayesian approach to zeroinflated analyzing ordinal using ordinal probit model proposed by Gurmu and Dagne
(2009) and estimation of parameter was carried out using the MCMC (Markov Chain
Monte Carlo) approach. Recently, Gurmu and Dagne have analyzed bivariate zero3

inflated ordinal data using the MC approach, but this is based on restrictive definition of
drug participation, which assumes a person is participant of drug only if he/she used both
of the drug. Even though this model is a good step toward a development of zero-inflated
bivariate data, it still has a limited capacity to explain all sources of zero-inflation
contributed by either of two responses in bivariate response.
Even though there is a lack of zero-inflated model for bivariate and multivariate
ordered data, there has been good amount of research devoted to the development of
multivariate ordered data from cross-sectional data and longitudinal studies without
incorporation zero-inflation (Molenberghs & Lesaffre, 1994; Williamson et al. , 1995;
Kim, 1995; Catalano, 1997; Chib & Greenberg, 1998; Barnhart, 1998; Fu et al. , 2000;
Biswas & Das, 2002; Ekholm et al. , 2003; Grilli & Rampichini, 2003; Kottas et al. ,
2005; Liu & Hedeker, 2006; Todem et al. , 2007; Varin & Czado, 2010). Among the
literatures suggested, Williamson et al. (1995) used global odds ratio (correlated ordinal
outcomes) as measure of association and used GEE approach to study the risk factor for
diabetic retinopathy by collecting the severity of diabetic retinopathy for the longitudinal
data. In this retinopathy study, levels of measurements used for severity of diabetic
retinopathy were none, mild, moderate and proliferative. In the same way Chaubert,
Mortier and Saint Andre (2008) proposed dynamic multivariate ordinal probit model to
incorporate longitudinal data and illustrated using biomass data. In all previously
mentioned literature on bivariate or multivariate ordinal measurements, models have been
developed either for cross-sectional data or longitudinal data but they do not address the
zero-inflation.

4

1.2

Purpose of this Study
A number of applications of the ordered probit or logit model has been growing in

several fields including biomedical studies, social and behavioral research, and in
psychological studies. Most of these developments have been modeling ordered
categorical data without incorporating zero-inflation. There are a very few models for
ordinal data that attempted to address the zero inflation and incorporate multiple
measurements (bivariate or multivariate) in a very restricted scenario. In this dissertation
research, however, a fully Bayesian zero-inflated probit approach to model bivariate
ordered categorical data with excess zeros was proposed. A latent variable approach was
used to develop a Mixture Zero-Inflated Bivariate Ordered Probit (MZIBOP) model for
data with bivariate ordinal outcomes and excess zeros. Before applying the model to real
application, a simulation study was conducted to compare the performance of proposed
model with existing models, specifically, with the simple bivariate ordered probit (BOP)
model (Greene & Hensher, 2010; Todem et al. , 2007) and the restrictive bivariate zeroinflated ordered probit (ZIBOP) model (Gurmu and Dagne, 2012). Finally, the methods
proposed are illustrated with a real application of marijuana and Cocaine use data from
DATOS. For the estimation of the parameters for the proposed model, the Bayesian
MCMC technique was used.

1.3

Significance/ Contribution of the Current Study
As discussed above, the model proposed in this dissertation study, MBZIOP,

overcomes the limitation of the existing methods (McCullagh, 1980; Peterson & Harrell,
1988; Harris & Zhao, 2007; Gurmu & Dagne, 2009) and demonstrates its potential use in
5

the situation where two correlated responses such as marijuana and cocaine are collected
simultaneously as in DATOS study and zero-inflation occurs in the data. This method
also could be extended to more than two ordinal responses as well as to cases of
longitudinal data with ordinal outcomes.
Regarding the significance of the illustrative data, for drug abuse treatment study
such as DATOS, it is important to perform statistical analysis that can help identify risk
factors such as personal behaviors , attitudes and socio-economic characteristics which
further can contributes to the effectiveness of intervention programs. Furthermore,
identifying the covariates (risk-factors) that can distinguish users from nonusers and
those at high risk for use from those at low risk could help for diagnostic purposes so that
appropriate cases can be selected for intervention. The first of these applications requires
evidence on the overall ‘strength’ of the relationship between a covariates and frequency
of drug use so that the most influential of the potentially causal factors can be
distinguished. Therefore analysis of DATOS data could provide insight some for the
future drug abuse treatment studies.

1.4

Organization of the Dissertation
Because the proposed model builds upon the existing ordered probit and the

bivariate ordered probit, we will present brief descriptions of the univariate, bivariate,
and zero-inflated ordered probit models from the literatures in next chapter (Chapter 2).
In Chapter 3, we present the proposed model, latent mixture zero-inflated bivariate
ordered probit model (MZIBOP) and discuss the Bayesian MCMC (Markov Chain Monte
Carlo) approach to estimation of parameters. A simulation study to evaluate the
6

performance of the proposed model is presented in Chapter 4. Then in chapter 5, we
presented the application of the proposed model, MZIBOP, to real data based on
marijuana and cocaine use from Drug Abuse Treatment Study (DATOS 1991-1993) data,
and finally we provide discussion and conclusion of the data analysis, and future work
in Chapter 6.

7

CHAPTER 2
FRAMEWORK FOR MZIBOP MODEL
2.1

Univariate Ordered Probit Model
One way to model data with ordered categorical response is using ordered Probit

model. Many areas of research especially economics, transportation, healthcare
utilization data, ordered probit is preferred over ordered logit model because this
approach provides the statistical significant relationship between response variables with
explanatory variable as in ordinary least squre regression. However unlike ordinary least
square regression, ordered probit model identifies the unequal difference between the
levels of categories (McKelvey and Zavoina, 1975). This is one of the reasons that
ordered probit model is popular. A probit model for univariate ordinal response will be
introduced in this section.
Let

be the observed ordinal reponse variable for individual , which takes

orderd values

. Assume that this observed ordinal response

an unobserved latent continuous variable
threshold

is generated from

. It is also assumed that there exists a set of

values

that

partition

the

latent

continuous responses

into a series of regions such that the relation between latent

continuous variable

and the observed ordered response

relation (McKelvey and Zavoina; 1975).
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satisfies the following

(2.1)
The latent continuous response

in equation (2.1) above is modeled using equation

(2.2) below .
, for all ,
where

is a p

vector of predictor variables ,

is a p

are error terms with standard normal distribution,

(2.2)

vector of parameters and
.

It is of great interest to know how the probability of observing a particular value
of the ordinal response is affected by the change in the values of the covariates. For this,
the observed ordinal probability values can be calculated using equations (2.1) and (2.2)
above as follows:
(
where

)

(

), for

(2.3)

is cumulative distribution function of standard normal distribution (also

called probit function). Because there are too many cutpoints, to avoid identification
problem because of these cut points, the first value of threshold parameters are set to a
constant (

in this case). The ordered probit estimation of thresholds vector
and parameter vector

in equation (2.3) can be performed by maximizing

the following likelihood function (McKelvey and Zavoina, 1975).
∏ ∏[

]
(2.4)

∏ ∏[ (

where

if ordinal response

)

(

takes value and
9

)]

otherwise.

2.2

Bivaraite Ordered Probit Model
A bivariate extension of the univariate ordered probit model described in the

previous section is provided in this section. Unlike the univariate ordered probit model,
bivariate ordered probit model can address the correlation between two ordinal responses
collected simultaneously (Kim, 1995; Weiss, 1993; Yamamoto & Shankar, 2004).
To extend the univariate ordered probit to bivariate case, let

and

are two

unobservable continuous latent variables corresponding to the observed categorical
response variables
respectively.

and

Following

responses

taking values ordered values

and

Greene & Hensher (2010) , it is assumed that the latent
follows the bivariate regression model as in the following

equation (2.5).
(2.5)
where

is a

response variable

parameter vector for the covariates
. Similarly,

is a

parameter vector for the covariates

that belongs to the latent response variable
corresponding to the latent variables

that belongs to the latent

and

. Here,

and

respectively and

assumed to be distributed as bivariate normal with variances
correlation between random disturbance terms

are the error terms

and

are
and

is

In the bivariate ordinal case, the continuous latent measures
observed in discrete (categorical) forms

and

and the

and

are

through the following relation:
(2.6)
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where the unknown threshold (cutoffs) satisfy the conditions that
and

. The model (2.5) contains unknown

parameters vectors

and

as well as

corresponding to ordered responses

and

and
using

threshold parameters

pair of observations. In ordered

to avoid the handling of boundary problems, assume that

and

. The other identification constraints to make log likelihood identifiable are
and set the variance to a known constant, for example

.

As in the case of univariate ordered probit model, interest here is to know how
the probability of observing a particular value of the ordinal response is affected by the
change in the values of the covariates. To fulfill this objective, observed joint bivariate
probability of ordinal responses

and

taking value

and

respectively , will be

calculated using equation (2.6) below.
[

{

]

[

]

(2.7)
}
,

where

is cumulative distribution function of standard bivariate normal

distribution. Ordered probit estimates of the threshold parameters
and coefficient paramters
maximizing the likelihood function (2.8).

11

and

(

) ,

in equation (2.7) can be done by

]

∏ {∏ ∏[
∏∏[

(

)

(

)

∏∏[

]
(

∏∏
[
where the indicator function
and zero otherwise .

]

(2.8)
)

(

)

(

)

(

)]

}

takes value of one if an individual has response and

Although bivariate ordered probit model described in this section incorporates the
correlation between bivariate responses, it does not address the zero-inflation. Recently,
Gurmu & Dagne (2012) tried to address these issues of zero-inflation and correlation
simultaneous in bivariate ordinal responses by proposing a restrictive

bivariate zero-

inflated ordered probit model (ZIBOP) using similar approach similar to univaraite zeroinflated ordered probit (ZIOP) model (Harris and Zhao, 2007). Brief description and
limitations of this ZIBOP model is provided in the next section.

2.3

Zero-Inflated Bivariate Ordered Probit (ZIBOP) Model
To introduce the zero-inflation to the bivariate ordered probit model described in

previous section (section 2.2), Gurmu and Dagne (2012) proposed a restrictive approach
to the zero-inflated bivariate ordered probit model. As described in the previous section,
this model is restrictive in the sense that excess zeros in the bivariate responses (
can only come from two sources –either
12

an individual is non-user of

marijuana and non-user of cocaine (i.e. respondent is non-user of both) or user of both
drug but did not consume during the observation period. This method is very restrictive
in the sense that it does not address the issue of zero-inflation if an individual is non-user
of only one drug and user of other drug and this method can not be used in such situation.
This ZIBOP model was proposed following the univariated zero inflated model (Harris
and Zhao, 2007). A brief summary of the this ZIBOP model is presented in the this
section.
Let
takes

and
and

are two observed ordinal response variable for individual

which

respectively. Then a bivariate zero inflated ordered probit

model (ZIBOP) can be constructed as a mixture of a bivariate ordered probit (BOP), and
a point mass at (0, 0) also called zero-zero state:
∼

with probability
(2.9)

∼ BOP
where

with probability

,

is the probability that an individual is non-user of both drug,

a indicator variable taking value

if a individual

is

is the user (they call participant) of

both drug and zero otherwise.
Following univariate zero-inflated ordere probit model (Harris and Zhao, 2007), Gurmu
& Dagne

(2012) defined the participation model using binary probit arpproach as

follows:

(2.10)
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where

is a

vectors of regression parameters with respect to covariates

determines the choice of non-nonuser (
normal error term, and

and user (

) status,

, which

is standard

is a latent variable related to the indicator variable

.

Using (2.10), the probability of an individual being a user of both drugs is calculated as
follows:
|
where

|

(2.11)

is the cumulative distribution function of the univaraite standard normal

distribution.
Given that an individual is the user of both drugs
drugs

, consumption level of both the

, can be calculated using the bivarited ordered probit (BOP) model

defined in the previous section.
Then using (2.9) , (2.10) and (2.11) probability distribution for restrictive zeroinflated bivariate ordered probit model can be obtained using following model:

|

{

(2.12)

|

where
Similary,
|

probability
for

of
and

bivariate

ordinal

responses

can be calculated using

equation (2.7) in the previous section. In particular, the bivariate probabilities can be
calculate using the equations below.

14

|

(2.13)

[
|
[
{

|
where

,

=

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

(

)

]
]
)}

(2.14)

(2.15)

is cumulative distribution function of standard bivariate normal

distribution.
In this chapter the univariate ordered probit model, the bivariate ordered probit
model (BOP), and the restrictive approach zero inflated bivariate ordered probit (ZIBOP)
model were reviewed. To address the issue of zero-inflation in bivarite ordinal data,
Gurmu and Dagne (2012) extended the bivariate ordered probit model that can address
the issue of zero-inflation and correlation between the responses. However, this method
has limited capacity to address all sources of zero inflation and therefore has very
restrictive use. To relax these restrictions , a latent mixture approach to zero-inflated
bivariate ordered probit model (MZIBOP) that can address all sources of zeros has been
proposed. The proposed model, MZIBOP, and method of estimation of the parameters
are discussed in next chapter (CHAPTER 3).
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CHAPTER 3
THE PROPOSED METHOD – MZIBOP MODEL
3.1

General Introduction
Before introducing the proposed latent mixture approach to zero-inflated bivariate

ordered probit (MZIBOP) model, zero inflation can be defined in the context of drug
abuse data. In the DATOS survey (Murphy et al., 2008), participants were asked about
the frequency of marijuana and cocaine use in the past month. Frequency of marijuana
and cocaine use was recorded as ordinal responses each with four categories: 0 = no
comsumption, 1 = monthly , 2 = weekly and 3 = daily consumption.
In the context of a univariate ordinal outcome, for example marijuana use, zero
consumption of marijuana can arise from two mutually exclusive sources: participants
who did not use marijuana during the past month (sampling zeros) and those who never
take marijuana under any circumstances (structural zeros). But, in the context of bivariate
ordinal responses, zero consumption responses of both marijuana and cocaine
can come from four different sources: (i) when an individual is a non-user
of both drugs at any time, (ii) when an individual has zero-consumption of marijuana
during the survey, but is a never-user of cocaine, (iii) when an individual is never-user of
marijuana but has zero-consumption of cocaine during the survey, and (iv) when an
individual is a user of both drugs who has zero-consumption of both drugs during the
survey. As a result, marijuana and cocaine use data can be divided into four components,
16

namely non-users of both drug (

), users of marijuana but non-user of cocaine

), users of cocaine but non-user of marijuana (

) and users of both drugs (

).

Using concept of zero inflation discussed above, a latent mixture zero inflated
bivariate ordered probit (MZIBOP) model is proposed, which could be viewed as an
extension to the restrictive zero-inflated bivariate ordered probit model (ZIBOP)
described in the previous chapter. The proposed latent mixture approach to zero-inflated
bivaroate ordered probit (MZIBOP) model is formally introduced in the next sextion
along with the notations used in the model.

3.2

Model Formulation
Let’s us define the indicator variable

to represent each of the risk-group

defined earlier such that
{
where

(3.1 )
, and

is the latent group membership that can take values 0, 1, 2, or

3.
Let the probability that an individual belongs to group
denoted by

. This probability

depends on a

(class

vector of covariates

) be
through a

baseline category multinomial logit model (Agresti, 2002) as
(

such that ∑
are

and

)

(

)

vectors of regression parameters with
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(3.2)

∑

for all . Here,
(reference category) imposed

for identification purpose . Putting these into a vector, we get
Let

and

individual

.

are two observed ordinal response variables observed for an

which takes values

and

respectively. Then following the

notations of Li et al. (1999), a bivariate zero inflated ordered probit model can be
constructed as a mixture of a bivariate ordered probit (BOP (
ordered probits (OP(

and OP(
∼

)), two univariate

), and a point mass at (0, 0):

with probability

∼ (OP (

) , 0) with probability

∼ (0, OP(
∼ BOP

with probability

where

(3.3)

) with probability
,

.
The probability that the response variable

takes value

that the th individual belongs to the latent group
as follows using the univaraite odered probit model, OP (
|

(

)

(

given
can be computed

), discussed in section 2.1.
),
for

(

where

) is a

vector of threshold parameters and

parameter vector for the covariates
with latent group
set

,

,

(3.4)
is a

that belongs to the latent response variable

. For identification purpose, it is assumed that

Also,

to avoid the handling of boundary parameter estimates. Here, we

have assumed that neither parameter coefficients nor the thresholds values differe across
individuals.
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Similarly probability of ordered response
ordered prboit model OP (

taking value

in

can be calculated using equation (3.5) below.

|

,
(3.5)

for
where

is a

and

is a

vector of threshold parameters parameters

vector of coefficient parameters associated with covariates

the latent response variable

and latent group

identification purpose, it is assumed that

for

. As in the previous case, for

. As in previous case, set

.

to avoid the handling of boundary parameter.
Finally, given that an individual belongs to the latent group
component 4), probability that the joint responses have values
based on the
BOP

(mixture

is

bivariate ordered probit model

, can be calculated using equation (2.7) in the previous chapter as follows .
|
(

)

[
={
[

]
]

(3.6)

} ,

, and
|
where,

(

ordinal response

) is a
,

(

)

(3.7)

vector of threshold parameters that belong to
is a
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vector of threshold parameters

that belong to ordinal response
to covatiate vector
vector

,

is a

,

is a

vector of parameters corresponding

vector of parameters corresponding to covatiate

that belongs to the bivariate latent response variable

and latent group

(fourth component of the mixture). Covariatae vectors

and

could be

different for each latent group described above but for simplicity, same covariates are
assumed for both univariate and bivariate ordered probit models.
Then using (3.3) through (3.7) , observed probability distribution for the zeroinflated bivariate ordered probit model can be obtained using the following bivariate
latent mixture model.

|

|
|

|
|

(3.8)

|
|
|

{
where

3.3

Likelihood Function
The parameters to be estimated in the zero-inflated ordered response model

proposed in (3.8), include

regression parameter vector that belongs

to the multinomial logit model (3.2) , which determines the class weight for each of the
four components of the model;

is a vector of threshold parameters. Other

parameters to be estimated are coefficient paramters

and

regressions corresponding to univariate latent continuous variables
20

of the latent
and

respectively. Similarly, vector of coefficient paramters (
probit model and the correlation parameter (

and

of bivariate ordred

belonging to bivariate ordered probit

model are also the parameters to be estimated. It is assumed that threshold parameters are
same for univariate and bivariate part of the proposed latent mixture model.

Let

denotes the vector of all parameters of the bivariate probability mass function (3.8)
defined earlier, then

. Assuming

, and

,

, likelihood of the proposed model (3.8)

can be written as follows.
|
|

|
|

|
|

(3.9)

|
|
|

{
where
Let
values

be the bivariate probability for an individual , who has ordinal response

and , where

and

. Then using equations (3.4), (3.5),

(3.6) and (3.7), the likelihood for individual in equation (3.9) can be written as follows:
|

|
|

(3.10)

|

|
(3.11)

[ (

)

(

)]
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(

[

)

(

)

|

] for

|

=[

]
[

(3.12)

]for
|
(

=
[

)

(

)

(

)

(

(3.13)
)]

for
In equations (2.11) through (2.13), common threshold parameters for univariate
ordered probit and bivariate ordered probit model (2nd, 3rd and 4th components of the
proposed model) were assumed but with different latent regression parameters for each
component.
Using equations (2.10) through (2.13), the likelihood function for a random
sample of
individuals, can be written as follows:
∏ ∏ ∏{ (

|

)}
(3.14)

∏ ∏ ∏{
where the indicator function

}
is defined as follows:
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{
Maximum likelihood estimation involves maximization of equation (3.14) with
where

,

and

,

.

Alternatively, the likelihood function for

independent samples can be written

in the expanded form as follows:

∏ ∏ ∏{

}

∏ {∏ ∏ [

]

∏ ∏ [(

[ (

[

∏∏[

)

(

(

)

(

)

[

]]

(3.15)
]

[

]]
(

∏∏
[

)])

[

)

(

)

(

)

(

)]
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]

}

where

mixture probabilities are calculated using multinomial logit

model in equation (3.2) and

3.4

is the indicator variable defined in equation(3.14).

Model Estimation via Bayesian MCMC Approach
For the estimation of the parameters involved in the proposed MZIBOP model,

prior distribution were defined using the similar approach as those of Biswas & Das
(2002) were used. In modeling a basic bivariate ordered probit model without zeroinflation, these authros used non-informative diffuse prior distribution for model
parameters. One of the reason for using non-inormative priors is that these priors would
not affect the inference of the parameters involved in the model. Parameters to be
estimated in the proposed model, MZIBOP, include
and

,

. For simplicity, we assumed that the

threshold parameters are equal i.e.

and

. The priors for each of

the parameters in the MZIBOP model are defined in the following section.

3.4.1
3.4.1.1

Prior Specifications
Prior Distributions for threshold parameters

and

Prior distribution for threshold parameters can be taken from uniform distribution
(

) and

. To make sure the order

restriction for threshold parameters, Chib & Hamilton (2000) suggested to reparametrize
the threshold parameters as follows.
and

(

) for
(3.16)

and

for
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Once the new reparametrized threshold parameters are calculated, they can be
used to calculate the our original threshold parameters

and

using the following

inverse map
∑

for
(3.17)

∑

for

Assume that the vector of reparametrized threshold parameter
where

and

),

follows

,
normal

prior

.

3.4.1.2

Prior Distributions for latent Regression parameters
With no prior information about the parameters introduced on the model defined

by the likelihood function (3.15), it is usually the case that non-informative priors are
assigned to them. In such case posterior estimates of parameters obtained from the
Bayesian approach will be almost close to those from the maximum likelihood analysis
for the large samples. In case of the proposed model (both multinomial model and
consumption equation), non-informative (vague or Diffuse) normal priors were assumed
for

regression

coefficients

and

. That is

where
and

vectors of fixed numbers usually zeros and

and

and
, where

, where

is indentity matrix.
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are

are variance covariance matrix

whose diagonal elements with large values. For simplicity , we assumed
and

and

3.4.1.3

Prior Distributions for correlation parameter
Prior distribution for the correlation parameter

taking value between

and

can be from uniform distribution

. Gurmu & Dagne (2012) suggested to reparametrize

using hyperbolic arc-tan transformation and use proper distribution. That is
. Then inverse transformation gives
is assysmtotically standard normal with variance

and assume
where

or

is the sample size.

Assuming the prior distributions are mutually independent, the joint prior
distribution of the parameters is given by

(3.18)

where

(

,

3.4.2

),
,

,

,

and

Posterior Distribution
In this section, a posterior distribution was derived from the likelihood function

(3.15) and priors specified in the previous section. and develop Marko Chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) sampling scheme to sample from it and use this sampling scheme to
make inference for all parameters. Gibbs sampleer which incorporate Metropolis’s slice
and reversible jumps steps is used for the sampling scheme. The fully conditionals
necessary for Gibbs sampler will be derived, the sampling procedures of these full
conditionals will be discussed.
Let y

,

be observed data matrices, and

is the matrix of the continuous latent response corresponding to observed
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ordered responses, y Moreover, let
parameters, where

be the vector of all unknown
parameters belonging to latent mixture part of the

equation (3.2) and

,

and

are a

vector of parameters belonging latent bivariate regression. Let
matrix of binary responses, where

takes

be the

if an individual belong to the

mixture of the latent mixture part of the equation. The joint posterior distribution of
parameter vector

given the data provided in equation (3.19) does not have closed form

and it is difficult to work with this rather complicated expression. Gibs sampler (Geman
and Geman, 1984) is one of the MCMC (Markov Chain Monte Carlo) techniques can be
used to generate the empirical distribution that can approximate the true distribution
from this complicated posterior distribution.
This joint posterior distribution of the proposed model (MZIBOP) provided in
equation (3.8) given the data can be obtained by combining likelihood function (3.14)
and the prior distribution given in equation (3.18) by using Bayes theorem as follows:
|
(3.19)
∏ ∏ ∏{

where

(

}
),

,

,

and

, and

The Gibbs Sampler, a common MCMC method,

,
.

which iteratively samples

parameter values directly from their full conditional distribution (Gilk, 1996). In this
approach at each iteration

of the Markov chain, each model parameter

conditional on all other parameters values

, is sampled

and the data. For the implementation of
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the Gibbs sampler, we started with initial values of
noninformative

prior.

Bayesian

posterior

estimates

and
of

the

which insure
parameters

are obtained via the corresponding mean
of all the MCMC samples. Other summary statistics including standard deviation of the
parameters along with posterior median and 95% credible interval in terms of 2.5% and
97.5% percentile point for these parameters can also be calculated using these samples.
Implementation of the software to generate MCMC samples, calculate posterior mean
along with other summary statistics and diagnostics for checking the convergence are
discussed in the following sub-sections.

3.4.3

Software Program to fit MCMC
In this dissertation, WinBUGS and R2WinBUGS package are employed for the

Bayesian analysis analysis of the proposed model and the other comparision models.
WinBUGS version 1.4 (Lunn et al., 2000b), is one of the widely used software package
for fitting Bayesian models using MCMC. WinBUGS is Widows version of BUGS
(Bayesian analysis Using Gibbs Sampling). R2Winbugs is R-package that calls the
WinBUGS to perform MCMC and saves results in R. One of the most useful new
features in WinBUGS 1.4 is the ability to call WinBUGS from within other programs,
such as the R2WinBUGS package (Sturtz, Ligges and Gelman, 2005) in R. Using this
package, we can do simulation studies on the basis of a lot of replications by inputting a
data file and a script file, running the script in WinBUGS, and returning the output to R
for further analyses. Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC ) techniques such as Gibbes
Sampler (Geman and Geman, 1984) and Metropolis-hastimg (M-H) algorithms are used
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in the WinBUGS. WinBUGS software provides simulated samples from the joint
posterior distribution of the unknown quantities. Because a single markov chain is
enough for propor approximate (Robert and Casella, 1999), a single long chain was used
to produce MCMC chain of each parameters in the model. Bayesian estimates of the
unknown parameters in the model and their standard error estimates, Monte Carlo errors
and quartilescan be obtained from these samples for conducting statistical inferences.
One of the limitations of the WinBUGS is that it can not directly calculated
bivariate normal cumulative distribution function,which is required to calculate
probabilities from the joint probability of bivariate ordered responses i.e
. To overcome this difficulty, method of approximating
bivariate standard normal cumulative distribution function using standard univariate
normal cumulative function proposed by Mee and Owen (1983) was used, which is
discussed in detail in the next sub-section.

3.4.4

Approximating the standard normal cumulative distribution
Because there is no standard function in WinBUGS to calculate the bivariate

standard normal cumulative distribution function (Bivariate Probit Function,

) , it is

necessary to approximate it using different approach. Mee and Owen (1983)

has

provided a simple approximation to bivariate normal probabilities via cumulative
distribution function of univariate normal.

Mee and Owen provided the following

function to calculate joint CDF

of bivariate normal distribution can be

approximate using the following equations:
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(
where

In above equation (3.20),

),
(3.20)

and

And

are are cumulative distribution function

and density function of the univariate standard normal distribution, respectively.
To check the accuracy of the approximation using WinBUGS, bivariate normal
cdf function in R-package named mvtnorm was used. The result from both methods were
very close to each other. Table 3.1 provides some comparision of bivariate cumulative
probabilities using approximation in above equation which was implemented in
WinBUGS using equation (3.20) above and R function pmvtnorm. Because of the space
limitation ,we only provided a sample of results.

3.4.5

MCMC Diagnostics
The purpose of MCMC is to create the Markov chain whose stationary

distribution is the same is the target distribution. Theoretically, if we take a lot of sample
from the chain, they would have the correct distribution after converegnce. It

is

important to decide if the stationary distribution has been reached and how well do the
samples approximates the target distribution before making final conclusion. The
following are some methods used to check if the stationary distribution has been reached
( i.e. if the convergence has been reached). One way to check the convergence is to look
into history plot and density plot after certain burn-in period. Literature suggests (Robert
and Casella, 1999) that running the chain longer period of time can give the good mixing
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of the chain. We will also employ thinning of chains by collecting only 100 th sample
that can save memory and running time as well as can reduce the autocorrelation between
iteration. Autocorrelation plot were used to check the autocorrelation between the
iterations . By comparing the mean of the samples (from MCMC) and the true posterior
mean can be assessed how well the estimation is doing by using the MC error (Monte
Carlo error). The rule of thumb for judging convergence of MCMC is to check if MC
error is less than 5% of the standard deviation (Robert and Casella, 1999).
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Table 3.1 : Approximation to standard bivariate cumulative distribution function using R
package mvtnorm and WinBUGS

BUGS

R

BUGS

R

BUGS

R

BUGS

R

BUGS

R

-1.8

-1.8

0.000 0.000

0.000

0.000

0.001 0.001

0.003 0.004

0.007 0.008

-1.6

-1.6

0.000 0.000

0.001

0.001

0.003 0.003

0.007 0.007

0.012 0.014

-1.4

-1.4

0.000 0.000

0.002

0.002

0.007 0.007

0.013 0.014

0.022 0.024

-1.2

-1.2

0.001 0.001

0.005

0.006

0.013 0.013

0.024 0.024

0.038 0.040

-1.0

-1.0

0.002 0.004

0.012

0.012

0.025 0.025

0.041 0.042

0.061 0.063

-0.8

-0.8

0.007 0.010

0.024

0.026

0.045 0.045

0.067 0.068

0.094 0.095

-0.6

-0.6

0.019 0.025

0.047

0.049

0.075 0.075

0.104 0.104

0.138 0.138

-0.4

-0.4

0.044 0.052

0.084

0.085

0.119 0.119

0.153 0.154

0.195 0.192

-0.2

-0.2

0.089 0.098

0.137

0.139

0.177 0.177

0.216 0.216

0.263 0.258

0.0

0.0

0.159 0.167

0.209

0.210

0.250 0.250

0.291 0.290

0.341 0.333

0.2

0.2

0.253 0.257

0.297

0.297

0.336 0.336

0.376 0.374

0.426 0.416

0.4

0.4

0.364 0.363

0.397

0.396

0.430 0.430

0.467 0.464

0.514 0.503

0.6

0.6

0.481 0.476

0.502

0.500

0.527 0.527

0.559 0.556

0.601 0.589

0.8

0.8

0.595 0.587

0.604

0.602

0.621 0.621

0.647 0.644

0.682 0.671

1.0

1.0

0.696 0.687

0.697

0.695

0.708 0.708

0.727 0.724

0.754 0.745

1.2

1.2

0.780 0.771

0.778

0.775

0.783 0.783

0.796 0.794

0.816 0.809

1.4

1.4

0.846 0.839

0.842

0.841

0.845 0.845

0.853 0.852

0.867 0.862

1.6

1.6

0.896 0.891

0.892

0.891

0.893 0.893

0.899 0.898

0.907 0.904

1.8

1.8

0.932 0.928

0.929

0.928

0.929 0.929

0.932 0.932

0.937 0.936
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CHAPTER 4
SIMULATION STUDY
4.1

Introduction
In this chapter,

Monte Carlo simulations were performed to evaluate and

compare the performance of the estimators of the proposed MZIBOP model with the
other two existing models. These comparisions were performed separately for three data
sets with low, moderate and high proportions of zeros. Doing so permits examination of
whether the proposed model performs differently in each case. The first of these two
benchmark models compared with the proposed model is the traditional bivariate ordered
probit (BOP) model (Biswas & Das, 2002; Kim, 1995), which does not incorporate zeroinflation. The second model is the restrictive approach to zero-inflated bivariate ordered
probit (ZIBOP) model proposed by Gurmu & Dagne (2012).
To evaluate the performances, mean bias and root means square error (RMSE) of
the parameters involved in each models were calculated. By comparing these three
models, the consequences of estimating parameters using BOP and ZIBOP were
compared when the underlying data generating process is characterized by MZIBOP
model. Even though the proposed model has more parameters than the other two models,
for the comparison purpose,

examination is restricted to only the parameters that are

common to all models.
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Because of the heavy computation involved in the Bayesian estimation process,
up to 20 simulations could be performed, each with a sample of size 500. All simulated
data sets were generated using R-package 3.0.0 (R Core Team, 2012). Estimations of
parameters in all cases were performed using the Bayesian Markov Chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) approach . The MCMC were implemented in WinBUGS version 1.4 (Lunn et
al., 2000b) which is run from the R-package R2WinBUGS (Sturtz et al., 2005). For the
Bayesian estimation, vague normal prior distributions for all fixed parameters except the
correlation coefficient,

,

was used. Uniform prior was used for the correlation

coefficient, . In all MCMC simulations, Markov chains were run for 10,000 iterations
with 5,000 burn-in, thereby keeping 5,000 samples for calculating posterior mean of the
parameters. Various diagnostic criteria which were discussed in the previous chapter
were used to insure reasonable convergence despite the computational challenges.
Because the same number of iterations were used , burn-in and thining in each MCMC
simulation case, result from this simulation are presumed to be comparable across the
models and across the data sets within the model. Even with 10,000 iterations performed
in this simulation, it took about 2 hours to complete a single simulation, totaling about 40
hours to fit each model for 20 replicated data sets. Consequently, for three models
(MZIBOP, ZIBOP and BOP) and three proportion of zeros (low, moderate and high) , it
took almost

= 360 hours (or 15 days) to complete all simulations using an

Intel Dual Core Laptop with 4GB RAM and 1.8GZ processor. Details of the simulation
design are discussed in the next section.
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4.2

Simulation Study Design
For the purpose of simulation, data sets were generated according to model

specifications defined in equations (2.1), (2.2), (2.5), (2.6) and (3.2). The model was
constructed as a mixture of bivariated ordered probit model (equations (2.5)-(2.6)), two
univariate ordered probit models (equations 2.1-2.2) and a point mass at (0,0). Data were
generated separately for each of the probit models and then combined into a single data
set using the specification in equation (3.3).
Two fixed covariates, one continuous (
to simulate the bivariate latent responses (
independent univariate latent responses
zero (

and

and the other binary (
)

, were used

in equation (2.6). To simulate

, correlation coefficients were set to

in equation (2.6). In all latent regression equations of univariate and

bivariate ordered probit model, the same set of covariates were used for simplicity. The
first continuous covariate

is drawn from uniform distribution between 0 and 100 to

mimic age, and the second covariate

is binary to mimic gender. To estimate the latent

mixture probability from the multinomial logit model (3.2), the quantity

was

used, and is the only covariate used for all mixture components of the proposed model.
True parameters used for all simulations will be the same, and most of the parameters
values are based on estimates from the empirical data presented in the next section.
It was also important to compare the performance of each model when there
exists variation in the proportion of zeros in bivariate ordinal responses. For this purpose,
the true parameters of the latent mixture part of the equation were changed in such a way
that it produced three data set—one with a low percentage of zeros (approximately
25%), one with a moderate percentage of zeros (aprox. 50%), and one with a high
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percentage of zeros (aprox. 70%). Step by step description of the simulation of data using
true parameters are presented below.
Step 1: Simulate covariates

,

and

that are fixed throughout all the simulations

a) draw continuous covariate

from uniform

distribution of size

b) to simulate binary covariate

, first draw

uniform (0,1) random variables. If

the value is greater than 0.25, then

and 0 otherwise. The reason for doing

this is to control the number of zeros and ones (Harris and Zhao, 2007).
c) for simplicity, only one continuous covariate

was considered for the latent

multinomial logit part of the MZIBOP.
Step 2: simulate response variables of size n that are random in each simulation
for (j in 1:nsim) { # begin simulation
(a) first, generate bivariate normal random error with mean of zero, unit variance and
correlation between two random error terms

for size n

(b) generate bivariate latent responses matrix

of size

using the

fixed covariate generated in step 1 and the bivariate normal error terms generated
in step 2 (a) ,
(c) using the latent response vector

generated in step 2(b) and true

threshold parameters and specification in equation (2.6) in the previous section,
generate bivariate ordinal responses matrix

of size

and each

response taking one of the values: 0,1,2,3.
(d) using correlation coefficient

, and same approach used in step 2 (a) - (c),

generate univariate ordinal responses vectors
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and

each with size

.

(e) using latent multinomial logit part of the MZIBOP model, the proportion of zeros
in each component of the latent mixture model is calculated. True gamma
parameters are chosen such a way (trial and error) that the proportion of zeros in
bivariate response are either low, moderate, or high.
(f) using the specification provided in equation (3.3) in the previous chapter, all data
sets were combined to obtain the simulated ordinal response matrix
of size

.

(g) covariates generated in step 1 and ordinal responses generated in step 2 (f) were
combined (merged) to make a single data

matrix with column vectors

} # end of one simulation
Step 3: Steps 1 and step 2 were repeated three times to generate data sets with a low
percentage of zeros, moderate percentage of zeros, and high percentage of zeros in
bivariate ordinal responses

. For each (low, moderate and high), 20

simulated data sets were generated, that means generation of a total of 60 data sets each
of size 500 (

4.3

).

Method of Evaluation of performance of Proposed Model
In this section, Monte Carlo mean estimates of the all the posterior parameters

from all 20 simulated data sets are compared with the true values used to simulate the
data. In this simulation study, measures such as mean bias and root mean square error
(RMSE) were assessed to measure the performance of the model (Burton et al., 2006).
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For all models described in the simulation design, 20 simulated data sets were
generated for each model to compare the performance across the model. Etimation of the
parameters in the case of each model (BOP, ZIBOP,MZIBOP) was carried out using
Bayesian MCMC approach discussed in the previous section. Let ̂ be the estimates of
parameter from
replications, and

Monte Carlo replication , R be the total number of Monte Carlo
be the true population value of the

parameter from the model.

The Monte Carlo mean and standard error of estimates of the estimated

parameter is

calculate as follows:
̅̅̅
̂

̂ ,

∑
̂

√

̂

∑

(4.1)

̅̅̅
̂ ,

To assess bias, which is the difference between the computed mean of estimates
and true value, the parameter

is calculated. To assess the accuracy of the parameter,

which incorporates both bias and variability, Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) are
calculated for each parameter. Formulas to calculate Bias and RMSE are provided in the
following equation.
̂
Bias = (̅̅̅

√ ∑

.

̂
(4.2)

Or
̂
√( ̅̅̅

̂
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)

Theoretically, it is assumed that if the number of replications (simulations) is
sufficiently large, then bias is equal to zero and RMSE can be approximated by empirical
standardrd errors. However, because of the extensive computations required for this
simulation, the number of simulations has been limited to 20 replications.

4.4

Results of the Simulation Study
Results of the simulation study are presented in this section. As discussed in the

previous section, the proposed model and other comparison models were investigated to
assess if they behaved differently as the proportion of zeros in bivariate responses
changed. In this study, three cases in terms of the proportion of zeros in bivariate ordinal
responses were compared: low percentage of zeros, moderate percentage of zeros, and
high percentage of zeros. In this circumstance, low indicates approximately 25% zeros in
bivariate responses (i.e.

Similarly, moderate indicates about 50%

zeros, and high indicates about about 70% zeroes. The summary results of comparisons
of performance using bias and root means square error (RMSE), along with the true
parameter value and Monte Carlo means for each model are presented in the tables and
figures that follow.
First, comparisons of the performance between the models (BOP, ZIBOP and
MZIBOP) for data with high proportions of zeros are presented in Table 4.1, and Figures
4.1 and 4.4. In this case, individual RMSE of most of the parameters (8 out of 11
compared), are lower in the proposed model (MZIBOP) than the other two models
(ZIBOP and BOP) . This suggests the accuracy of the MZIBOP model to fit such data.
Also, when comparing the absolute bias of the parameters, 8 out of 11 parameters have
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lower bias in the proposed MZIBOP model (Figure 4.1) . The only parameters that have
smaller absolute bias either in the BOP or ZIBOP model are

,

and

. Both

smaller absolute biases and smaller RMSEs in the proposed model MZIBOP suggest that
this model performs better than the other two models. In terms of accuracy of parameter
estimates, some of the parameters in each model that have slow convergence result in
values far from true values. This slow convergence may be because of the non-linearity
of the model. However, for those parameters that converged fast, the performance is
always better for the proposed model.
Results of the comparisons of the performance between the proposed MZIBOP
model and the other two models for data with a moderate proportion of zeros are
presented in Table 4.2, and Figures 4.2 and 4.5. Similar to the previous case, the
individual RMSE of most of the parameters (7 out of 11 compared), are lower in the
proposed model (MZIBOP) than the other two models (ZIBOP and BOP) (Figure 4.5).
This suggests accuracy of the MZIBOP model to fit data with a moderate proportion of
zeros. Also, when absolute bias of the parameters is compared, seven out of eleven
parameters have lower absolute bias in the proposed MZIBOP model (Figure 4.2). Only
the parameters, ,

and

have smaller absolute bias in the BOP model. Even

these smaller biases in BOP are very close to the bias in MZIBOP mode, taking into
account that there was only 20 simulation iterations. As is the case of the data set with a
high proportion of zeros, those parameters which converged fast always yielded lower
bias and RMSE in the proposed model. Both smaller absolute bias and smaller RMSE in
the proposed model MZIBOP suggests that, as in the previous case, this model performs
better than the other bench mark models if the data has a moderate proportion of zeros.
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Finally, results of performance of the proposed model MZIBOP were compared
with performance of the ZIBOP and BOP models for data with a low proportion of zeros
(Table 4.3 , Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.6). From the table and fiugres, it is clear that when
comparing only absolute bias of the parameters, the proposed model is superior because
most of the parameters in this case also have lower absolute bias than the other models
(Figure 4.3). However, when examining RMSE only, either BOP or ZIBOP has slightly
lower values than those of the MZIBOP model (Figure 4.6). This suggests that more
simulation iterations are needed than the current one, and this is planned prior to
submitting a paper for peer-review publication. It is not possible from this study to
identify the actual cutoff point for the proportion of zeros below which the proposed
model could not be used. This is an area for further investigation. However, from the
results observed, it is safe to say that for data with at least 45% of zeros (data with
moderate and high proportion of zeros); MZIBOP better performs both in terms of bias as
well as the accuracy of parameter estimates.

4.5

Conclusion of the Simulation Study
In this chapter, a simulation study was conducted to compare the performance of

the proposed model with the existing models (BOP and ZIBOP) based on simulated data
with low, moderate, and high proportions of zeros. Because of the heavy computational
burden required by MCMC, the simulation was limited to 20 simulation replications for
each model, and the proportion combinations. Thus, based on 10,000 MCMC samples
and keeping only 5000 samples to compute the posterior means of the model parameters,
results from these simulation studies suggests that in the case of high and moderate
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proportions of zeros in bivariate ordinal responses, almost all of the parameters have
either lower or similar bias and RMSE values with use of the proposed model. Also
observed was that when parameters converged quickly, they yielded lower biases in the
case of the proposed model. The very few parameters that did not converge well had
slightly higher bias and RMSE than the other two models, suggesting that if these
parameters had fully converged, the proposed model would have yielded small bias in the
case of these parameters as well. In the circumstance of of a low proportion of zeros,
even though the proposed model MZIBOP had smaller bias, their RMSE were slightly
higher, indicating that more simulation is required.
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Table 4.1 : Comparison of MZIBOP, ZIBOP and BOP based on absolute bias and RMSE for simulated data with high
proportion

Param

of zeros

True
Value

MZIBOP

ZIBOP

BOP

Mean

Bias

RMSE

Mean

Bias

RMSE

Mean

Bias

RMSE

0.77

0.722

0.048

0.119

0.643

0.127

0.162

0.347

0.423

0.425

1.54

1.518

0.022

0.072

1.392

0.148

0.213

0.851

0.689

0.694

0.92

0.987

0.067

0.201

0.722

0.198

0.224

0.480

0.440

0.445

1.71

1.759

0.049

0.172

1.377

0.333

0.368

0.985

0.725

0.733

0.50

0.327

0.173

0.357

0.236

0.264

0.279

0.667

0.167

0.173

0.69

0.231

0.459

0.136

-0.192

0.882

0.963

-0.060

0.750

0.783

-0.03

0.101

0.131

0.097

0.121

0.151

0.171

-0.202

0.172

0.180

0.11

0.075

0.035

0.167

0.297

0.187

0.294

0.138

0.021

0.115

0.36

0.709

0.349

0.405

0.106

0.254

0.515

-0.031

0.391

0.474

-0.02

-0.099

0.079

0.098

-0.042

0.017

0.087

-0.255

0.230

0.240

0.26

0.144

0.116

0.437

0.056

0.204

0.324

0.045

0.215

0.252
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Table 4.2 : Comparison of MZIBOP, ZIBOP and BOP based on absolute bias and RMSE for simulated data with moderate
proportion

Param

of zeros

True
Value

MZIBOP

ZIBOP

BOP

Mean

Bias

RMSE

Mean

Bias

RMSE

Mean

Mean
Bias

RMSE

0.77

0.704

0.066

0.105

0.654

0.116

0.141

0.405

0.365

0.368

1.54

1.535

0.005

0.165

1.386

0.154

0.437

0.941

0.599

0.604

0.92

0.986

0.066

0.170

0.751

0.169

0.186

0.541

0.379

0.384

1.71

1.826

0.116

0.225

1.419

0.291

0.313

1.091

0.619

0.626

0.50

0.342

0.158

0.173

0.274

0.226

0.240

0.616

0.116

0.121

0.69

0.099

0.591

0.767

-0.128

0.818

0.870

-0.048

0.738

0.792

-0.03

0.099

0.129

0.177

0.115

0.145

0.155

-0.124

0.094

0.112

0.11

0.188

0.071

0.287

0.225

0.115

0.394

0.128

0.011

0.137

0.36

0.295

0.065

0.434

-0.002

0.362

0.454

0.031

0.329

0.416

-0.02

-0.003

0.022

0.105

0.009

0.029

0.070

-0.187

0.162

0.174

0.26

0.217

0.043

0.253

0.034

0.226

0.300

0.030

0.230

0.269
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Table 4.3 : Comparison of MZIBOP, ZIBOP and BOP based on absolute bias and RMSE for simulated data with low
proportion

Param

of zeros
MZIBOP

ZIBOP

BOP

True
Value

Mean

Bias

RMSE

Mean

Bias

RMSE

Mean

Bias

RMSE

0.77

0.770

0.000

0.086

0.738

0.032

0.068

0.642

0.128

0.134

1.54

1.543

0.003

0.127

1.507

0.033

0.114

1.344

0.196

0.203

0.92

0.994

0.074

0.274

0.859

0.061

0.093

0.777

0.143

0.156

1.71

1.789

0.079

0.287

1.603

0.107

0.167

1.481

0.229

0.237

0.50

0.432

0.068

0.089

0.397

0.103

0.116

0.484

0.028

0.033

0.69

0.352

0.338

0.576

0.179

0.511

0.541

-0.007

0.697

0.743

-0.03

0.061

0.091

0.141

0.073

0.103

0.113

0.075

0.105

0.116

0.11

0.144

0.027

0.110

0.186

0.069

0.142

0.158

0.097

0.120

0.36

0.387

0.027

0.421

0.102

0.258

0.350

-0.122

0.512

0.555

-0.02

-0.012

0.013

0.110

0.013

0.038

0.070

0.032

0.071

0.083

0.26

0.252

0.008

0.168

0.198

0.062

0.121

0.206

0.117

0.140
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Figure 4.1 : Comparison of MZIBOP, ZIBOP and BOP based on absolute bias for
simulated data with high proportion (~70%) of zeros
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Figure 4.2 : Comparison of MZIBOP, ZIBOP and BOP based on absolute bias for
simulated data with moderate proportion (~50%) of zeros
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Figure 4.3 : Comparison of MZIBOP, ZIBOP and BOP based on absolute bias for
simulated data with low proportion (~25%) of zeros
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Figure 4.4 : Comparison of MZIBOP, ZIBOP and BOP based RMSE for simulated data
with high proportion (~70%) of zeros
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Figure 4.5 : Comparison of MZIBOP, ZIBOP and BOP based on RMSE for simulated
data with moderate proportion (~50%) of zeros
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Figure 4.6 : Comparison of MZIBOP, ZIBOP and BOP based on RMSE for simulated
data with low proportion (~25%) of zeros
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CHAPTER 5
APPLICATION OF MZIBOP MODEL
5.1

Introduction to DATOS Data
The underlying dataset for this research is drug use data from the Drug Treatment

Outcome Studies (DATOS 1991-1993). DATOS is a longitudinal prospective treatment
outcome study sponsored by the National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA). Of 10,010
patients admitted to 96 drug abuse treatment programs from 1991 to 1993 in 11 US cities,
1393 adults participated in all four waves of the study (at intake or baseline, one month
into the treatment, 12-month follow-up and five year follow-up) of the original sample.
Details about the research design of this study can be found in Flynn et al. (1997). The
primary objective of this longitudinal prospective study is to investigate the effectiveness
of the drug treatment programs for adults. DADOS was designed to evaluate the
effectiveness of drug treatment by investigating the characteristics of the adult
population, the structure and process of drug abuse treatment in adult programs, and the
relationship of these factors and drug abuse.
This dissertation examines how often adults used marijuana and cocaine within
the past month at the one-month treatment mark. In the DATOS data set, frequencies of
drug use were assessed using nine ordinal categories: ‘ ’ indicates drug not used at all
over the one-month period; ‘ ’ indicates drug used less than once in that month; ‘ ’
indicates drug used one to three times in that month; ‘ ’ indicates one to two times a
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week ; ‘ ’ indicates drug use three to four times a week; ‘ ’ indicates drug use five to six
times a week; ‘ ’ indicates drug use daily or almost daily; ‘ ’ indicates drug use two to
three times a day, and finally ‘ ’ indicates drug use more than four times a day. As there
are very limited data in some categories (especially in higher levels) of original data,
some of the ordinal scale categories from the original data set wre combined to make four
ordinal levels (

no drug use,

= monthly use,

weekly use and

daily use)

with higher scores indicating higher frequency of drug use. Extant also recommended
(Kelley & Anderson, 2008; Murphy et al. , 2008) the use of a small number of categories,
such as no use, monthly use, weekly use, and daily use during the period. If

is the

frequency of marijuana use by an individual during the past month, then according to the
new grouping,

takes the value of ‘ ’ (none used) if an individual reported not using

the drug during the period. Similarly,

takes a value of 1 (monthly use) if an individual

reported that he/she used marijuana less than three times a month. The ordinal response
takes the value of 2 (or weekly use) if a subject reported that he/she used one to six
times a week. Finally,

takes the value of 3 (daily) if the responder took the drug almost

daily or more than once a day.

Similarly, the response variable

signifying the

frequency of cocaine use during the past month also takes the values of 0, 1, 2 or 3. The
following table (Table 5.1) provides the bivariate frequency distribution of the marijuana
and cocaine use during the past month by the 1325 adults who had complete information
on covariates.
The empirical bivariate frequency distribution of marijuana and cocaine used by
adults in the past month as presented in Table 5.1 below exhibits a large percentage of
zeros in both marijuana and cocaine use. Frequency distribution suggests that about 56%
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of the respondents are non-users of both marijuana and cocaine. Marginally, about 73%
of respondents are non-users of marijuana and about 68% of respondents reported that
they did not use cocaine during the past one month period.
The objective here is to investigate by using the latent mixture approach that these
high frequencies of zero values in ordinal reponses of both drugs (56% in this example)
may include those individuals represented as: (i) those who never use either drug
(degenerate or structural zeros) (i.e risk-group 1 (

, (ii) non-users of cocaine, but users

of marijuana who did not consume marijuana during the period ( i.e risk-group 2
(

(iii) those who are non-nonusers of marijuana, but users of cocaine who did not

consume cocaine during the period indicated in the survey (i.e risk-group 3 (

, and

(iv) users of both drugs, but no consumption of either drug during the period indicated in
the survey ( i.e risk-group 4 (

. Because of the high proportion of observed zeros,

either in both drugs or either of the drugs, as well as the very low proportion on the right
tail, it is postulated that the proposed model can correctly predict the unusually large
percentage of zeros.

5.2

Analysis Variables
The main purpose of analyzing DATOS data using the proposed MZIBOP model

is to identify the relationship between bivariate ordered categorical responses of
marijuana and cocaine use, and a group of covariates (or risk factors) related to the
consumption of these drugs. In the case of DATOS survey data, individual responses for
both marijuana and cocaine use are classified into four categories, specifically , no use (or
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0), monthly use (or 1), weekly use (or 2), and daily use (or 3 ), where 0 represents the
lowest level of consumption and 3 represents the highest level of consumption.
To examine the relationship between ordinal responses and a group of covariates,
operations were performed in two stages. First, individuals were split into four latent riskgroups:

and

as described in the last paragraph of the previous section.

Baseline category multinomial logit regression was used to model group membership. In
the second stage, given the latent risk-group membership, three different ordered probit
models were fit—two univariate and one bivariate—belonging to the second, third, and
fourth components of the MZIBOP model equation (3.8). Although, all these equations in
the models are estimated simultaneously, the covariates belonging to each equation can
be distinct. To this end, a goal was to identify the specific covariates that are strong
predictors for identifying one of the four risk-groups that the adults belong. This can be
achieved through the mixture components, i.e. multinomial logit part of the proposed
model. Another aim was to identify the covariates that are strong predictors of level of
consumption of either marijuana or cocaine through the univariate and bivariate ordered
probit part of the proposed model, given that they are users of one or both of these two
drugs.
Our model consists of two types of regression equations—one belonging to the
latent mixture component that identifies the risk-groups, which includes the predictors of
the group membership. These group or class membership probabilities are predicted by
covariates through the baseline-category multinomial logistic model (Agresti, 2002).
Similarly, the level of consumption of either marijuana or cocaine or both can be
calculated through the univariate and bivariate ordered probit function in the proposed
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model. All of the potential covariates in the DATOS data sets and their summary
statistics are presented in Table 5.2. Mean and standard deviations are calculated for
continuous variables and percentages are calculated for categorical variables. Because of
the complexity of the model and computational limitations, for this dissertation, only a
few covariates have been chosen, those postulated to be strong predictors of group
membership as well as level of consumption of the drug (Derzon and Lipsey, 1999).
These covariates used in the mixture component of the model consisted of: age in years
(AGE), whether the person is a smoker or non-smoker (SMOKE=1 if smoker), and
whether the individual was involved in criminal activity (CJ_STAT=1 if yes). However,
for the latent regression equations (two univariate OP and one bivariate OP), even though
they are distinct equations, the same covariates were chosen for all these three model for
computational simplicity. These covariates include gender (MALE=1 if male) and
ethnicity (BLACK=1 if black, 0 otherwise) in addition to the three covariates used for the
mixture component. Because the risk-group membership probabilities (latent mixture
proportion) are modeled as functions of the covariates, individuals vary with respect to
their covariates. Among 1325 adults who are used for the analysis, 78% of them are
smokers, 44% of them were involved in prior criminal activities, 63% are male, and 46%
of them are black.

5.3

Results of Bayesian Analysis of DATOS data
In this section, results and summary of analysis of marijuana and cocaine use

from the Drug Abuse Treatment Study (DATOS) data are presented by use of the
Bayesian MCMC approach described in the Methods section (CHAPTER 3). Similar to
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the simulation study, R-2.15 was used for data management and WinBUGS 4.1.4 for
Bayesian Analysis for the estimation. The Bayesian computation by Gibbs Samples was
carried out up to 220,000 iterations. First, 20,000 burn-in iterations are discarded
thereafter thinning every 100th sample, keeping only 2000 samples to calculate the
posterior summary statistics.
Before calculating the posterior estimates of the parameters in the proposed
model, several diagnostics tests and plots were performed to check the convergence and
autocorrelation of MCMC algorithm. Some of the diagnostic plots examined were the
trace plot, autocorrelation plot, and density plot. One way to check convergence of the
MCMC chain is to check the trace plot. These trace plots and density plots of some of the
selected parameters of the MCMC chain are presented in Figure 5.1 and 5.2. These
diagnostic plots suggest that overall, MCMC chains in WinBUGS had a reasonable
convergence despite the complexity of the model. Convergence of some of the
parameters of the model, especially, parameters of the multinomial logit part of the
equations, was very slow. In the trace plots, except in one case, all values are within a
zone without strong periodicities and tendencies confirm the reasonable convergence.
Initial monitoring of autocorrelation plots suggested that there was a high
autocorrelations between generated values. To produce the independent sample, first
generated values in every 100th iteration were retained. The other reason for doing this
was to increase computational speed in high dimensional problems, as in our case (Lunn
et al., 2000a; Lunn, Wakefield and Racine-Poon, 2001). After thinning every 100th
iteration after burning, autocorrelation between samples were reasonably low to produce
the independent samples to calculate final summary statistics (Figure 5.3). The Monte57

Carlo error involved in the analysis was also monitored to make sure that the chains
converged well. The rule of thumb for MC error is less than 5% of the standard deviation
which assumes that the convergence is reasonable (Robert and Casella, 1999).
Once reasonable convergence of

all parameters was observed, which were

confirmed by the diagnostic criteria mentioned earlier , posterior mean and standard
deviation of the parameters were calculated

along with posterior median and 95%

credible interval in terms of 2.5% and 97.5% percentile point for these parameters.
Results of these analyses are presented in Table 5.3 through Table 5.6 at the end of the
chapter.
In this section, result are presented for each of the latent mixture component of
the proposed model (3.8). Because the first component (non-user of both drug) was
classified as a reference category in the multinomial logit model, estimation of
parameters was conducted only for the remaining three components of the model, namely
- (i) Mixture Component 2 i.e user of marijuana but non-user of cocaine, (ii) Mixture
Component 3

i. e. user of cocaine but non-user of marijuana, and (iii) Mixture

Component 4 i.e. users of both drugs. In each component, there were two models,
including one latent multinomial logit model that identifies the class to which the
individual belongs. Within the class, the latent regression model is used to calculate the
intensity or level of drug use by the individual. In the next 3 subsections, results of the
Bayesian estimation of the posterior parameters belonging to the component of the
proposed MZIBOP model are presented.
For this section, each component of the proposed MZIBOP model in the context
DATOS data is re-written. Specifically, let

and
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be bivariate ordinal resposes that

measure the frequency of marijuana and cocaine use. In each case, the ordinal response
can take values of 0, 1, 2 and 3 i.e.

and

in the MZIBOP

model.

5.3.1

Results for the latent group membership
Recall that the latent mixture model proposed in the previous chapter has four

components, each representing the risk-group membership—

and

. Each of

the risk-group memberships can be predicted using a baseline category multinomial logit
model (3.2). In the context of the DATOS data, these risk-group membership
probabilities are calculated using the following multinomial logistic function:
(

where

is a

)

for

(5.1)

vector of regression parameters and

vector of covariates. The probability of selecting a latent risk-group

is a

depends not only

on the covariates belonging to this latent risk-group, but also on covariates belonging to
other groups. Although the covariates can vary across the risk group, for simplicity, the
same covariates were used (AGE, SMOKE and CJ_STAT) for all latent risk-groups.
Even though the covariates used for all the risk-groups were the same, these covariates
can have differing effects on risk-group membership.
The first component considered non-users of both drugs as a reference category in
the multinomial logit model, and for identification purpose, assumed
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. Replacing

by ,the probability for the baseline category can be calculated using the following
equation:

(5.2)

where,
,
,
.
Results of the posterior estimates of the parameters of the multinomial logit
models, which are mixture components of the proposed MZIBOP model, are presented in
Table 5.3. These estimates of posterior means reflect the effect of covariates on the
likelihood of being in one of the three risk-groups (
group (non-user of both drugs,

relative to the baseline

. If the 95% credible interval of a parameter does

not include zero, this means that the covariate is a highly probable (significant in
frequentist sense) predictor of risk-group membership.
The results of the each risk-group component of the model are summarized in this
paragraph. The first three rows of the parameter estimates provided in the table belong to
risk-group 2 (users of marijuana, but not cocaine). In this case, 95% credible intervals of
coefficients of all three covariates (AGE, SMOKE and CJ_STAT) do not include zero,
thereby indicating that all of these covariates–age in years, being a smoker, and
involvement in the criminal activities in the past, are highly probable predictors of being
a marijuana user only. Furthermore, the positive coefficient of age, smoking status, and
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criminal justice system status suggest that older individuals, smokers, and people with a
prior criminal background have a higher risk of being a marijuana only user.
For assessment of cocaine only users, age and criminal justice status are highly
proable predictors of this group membership. For interpretation, cocaine only users were
predicted on the basis of being younger and not being engaged in the criminal justice
system. Of note, these relationships were opposite in direction compared to the majijuana
only users.
For assessment of marijuana and cocaine users, age, smoking status, and criminal
justice status were highly probable predictors. As in the case of predictors of marijuana
only, older age, being a smoker, and history of criminal justice system involvement were
predictive of use of both marijauana and cocaine. Thus, cocaine only users appear to have
a distinct risk factor profile.

5.3.2

Results for the Level of Consumption
In the proposed MZIBOP model, three implicit ordered probit models were

estimated —two univariate ordered probit models, and a bivariate ordered probit model.
In all three models, the same sets of covariates (AGE, SMOKE, CJ_STAT, MALE and
BLACK) were used, however. their estimates have potentially differing effects in each
case.
First, results for the univariate ordered probit model for consumption level of
marijuana use are provided conditional on being a marijuana user only (latent risk-group
2, i.e.

). Given that the individual is a user of marijuana and non-user of cocaine,

univariate ordered probit model for level of marijuana consumption is provided in
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equation (5.3) and the probability of the level of marijuana consumption
can be calculated using equation (5.4).
(5.3)

|

(

)

(

) for

(5.4)

where
. The Posterior estimates of all the parameters and the
other summary statistics are presented in Table 5.4
Given that an individual is a user of marijuana only (member of risk-group 2),
younger age (AGE) is the only highly probably predictor (or significant predictor in
frequentist sense) of higher level of marijuana consumption. This is because the 95%
Bayesian credible interval does not include zero in this case. However, not being in the
criminal justice, and female gender, also provided some evidence of a higher level of
marijuana consumption. The sign and value of the regression coefficient cannot be
interpreted as in ordinary linear regression. This is because the effect of the covariates on
the probability of marijauana consumption level

, not only depends on the values

of the estimated coefficient, but also depends on the values of the explanatory variable.
To identify the actual effect of direction and value of the regression coefficient, marginal
probabilities are used. This represents an area for future research. However, in terms of
latent level of marijuana consumption,
(

, the negative sign of the coefficient of age

), indicates that as an individual becomes older, latent level of marijuana

consumption decreases, and vice versa.
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Results of the Bayesian analysis of parameters with high probability of higher
levels of cocaine consumptioin conditional on being a cocaine only user are described
below (

. This component of the proposed latent mixture model is written as in

equation (3.8) in the context of the DATOS data separately. Given membership as a
cocaine only user, the corresponding latent regression equation is provided in equation
(5.5). Finally, the equation to calculate the probability of univariate response for cocaine
use is calculated using (5.6) and Results of the Bayesian estimation for these equations
are presented in Table 5.5.
(5.5)

|

for

(5.6)

where,
,

.

As seen in Table 5.5, the 95% Bayesian credible intervals for the covariates age
(AGE), involved in criminal activity (CJ_STAT), and race race do not include zero,
thereby indicating these covariates are highly probable predictors of level of cocaine
consumption. Specifically, younger age, not being engaged in the criminal justice system,
and non-black are associated with a higher probability of higher level of cocaine
consumption.

Thus, the direction of the covariates for age (younger), criminal justice

system status (not engaged), and race (non-black) are consistently predictive of level of
consumption for both marijuana only and cocaine only users.
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Finally, results of the Bayesian analysis of the parameters of the bivariate ordered
probit model that corresponds to being a marijuana and cocaine user are presented in
Table 5.6. This model allows for separate estimates of covariates as they relate (predict)
separate consumption of marijuana and cocaine. Given that an individual

is a user of

both drugs (risk-group 4), level of consumption of both drugs are estimated using the
latent regression equation (5.7) below. The expression to calculate the joint probability
of bivariate ordinal responses for marijuana and cocaine use is provided in equation (5.8).

(5.7)

[

]

|
{

[

]

(5.8)
}

where,
,
,
.
Posterior estimates of all the parameters involved in equation above are presented
in Table 5.6. For level of marijuana consumption, the 95% credible intervals calculated
in the table show that high marijuana consumption is associated with younger age, male
gender, and being non-black. For level of cocaine consumption, the 95% credible
intervals show that high cocaine consumption is associated with being of black race, and
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also with a suggestion of younger age. Of note, the correlation between latent level of
marijuana consumption and latent level of cocaine consumption was nominal (0.12).

5.4

Conclusion of DATOS data Analysis
In this chapter, the Drug Abuse Treatment Outcome Study (DATOS) data were

analyzed using the proposed MZIBOP model to identify highly probable predictors of
being a user/nonuser of both marijuana and cocaine, and conditional on user status, the
level of consumption of these drugs. From the proposed model, two types of equations
can be used for parameter estimation—latent multinomial logit model to identify the
decision to use a particular drug, and a latent ordered probit model for level of
consumption of either or both drugs. From estimates of these parameters and their
credible intervals, the direction and strength of covariates that predict being a user/nonuser, as well as level of consumption of either or both drugs, were calculated..
The results of the each risk-group component of the model suggested older
individuals, smokers, and people with a prior criminal background have a higher risk of
being a marijuana only user. However, cocaine only users were predicted on the basis of
being younger and previously engaged in the criminal justice system. These relationships
were opposite in direction compared to majijuana only users. As in the case of predictors
of marijuana only, older age, being a smoker, and history of criminal-justice system
involvement were predictive of use of both marijauana and cocaine. Thus, predictors of
marijuana use appear to most influence the types of individiuals who use both marijuana
and cocaine.
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Given that an individual is a user of marijuana only, age is a significant predictor
of the level of marijuana consumption. In terms of latent level of consumption, as an
individual becomes older, his or her latent level of marijuana only consumption decreases
and vice versa. Similarly, given that a respondent is a user of cocaine only, all
covariates—age, involvement in criminal activities and being of black race—are strong
predictors of level of cocaine consumption. As in the case of marijuana, as a person gets
older, his latent level of cocaine consumption decreases. In this case, latent level of
cocaine consumption is lower for a smoker than a non-smoker and higher for blacks
compared to other ethnic groups. Finally, given that an individual is a user of both drugs,
age has a negative but significant effect on the latent level of consumption both for
marijuana and cocaine. While speculative, this could represent a survival bias, that is,
younger individuals with high consumption of both marijuana and cocaine are at higher
risk of premature mortality. Finally, blacks appear to be less likely to use marijuana, yet
indicate higher latent level of cocaine use given that they are user of both drugs.
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Table 5.1 : Bivariate frequency distribution of marijuana and cocaine use in DATOS
study
Cocaine Use (
Marijuana Use
0

1

2

3

Total

Total

0

1

2

3

738

110

73

51

972

(55.7%)

(8.3%)

(5.5%)

(3.8%)

(73.3%)

87

53

31

20

191

(6.6%)

(4.0%)

(2.3%)

(1.5%)

(14.4%)

49

25

27

10

111

(3.7%)

(1.9%)

(2.0%)

(0.8%)

(8.4%)

23

5

8

15

51

(1.7%)

(0.4%)

(0.6%)

(1.2%)

(3.9%)

897

193

139

96

1325

(67.6%)

(14.6%)

(10.4%)

(7.4%)

(100%)
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Table 5.2 : Summary statistics of covariates used in the MZBIOP model
Variable

Definition

Mean

St.
Dev.

AGE

Age in years at admission

33.99

7.57

SMOKE

1 if smoke cig/ cigar/ snuff

78.36

CJ_STAT

1 if involved in criminal activities

43.59

MALE

1 if male

63.05

BLACK

1 if black

46.48

HIGHESTGRADE Highest grade attended (in years)

11.98

2.16

IND_INCOME

Individual Income ($1000)

13.76

16.40

NOHIGH

1 if no-high school education

29.3

RLTV_DRGALC

1 if blood relative drug/alcohol user

67.73

MTHR_DRGALC

1 if mother drug/alcohol user

15.55

FTHR_DRGALC

1 if father drug/alcohol user

28.75

MENTALH

1 if

30.31

HEAVY_ALC

1 if heavy alcohol user in past

30.86

MARRIED

1 if married/living like married

32.73

EMPLOY

1 if had fulltime work for at least 1 week

47.50

SSI_INCOME

1 if income source is ssi because of low

45.00

income
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Table 5.3 : Posterior summaries of parameters of multinomial logit function in
MBZIOP model
Variable (Parameter)
Mixture Component 2 (

mean

St. Dev

2.5%

97.5%

)

age

(

3.429

0.238

2.547

3.679

if smoker

(

2.587

0.893

0.354

3.864

criminal justice status

(

2.489

0.785

0.704

4.208

age

(

-9.116

2.662

-12.04

-1.167

if smoker

(

0.743

1.685

-2.788

2.746

criminal justice status

(

-10.55

3.159

-13.400

-2.006

age

(

3.434

0.235

2.554

3.686

if smoker

(

3.095

0.913

0.869

4.435

criminal justice status

(

2.174

0.811

0.272

3.864

Mixture Component 3 (

Mixture Component 4 (

)

)
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Table 5.4 : Posterior summaries of parameters of univariate ordered probit function in
MBZIOP given that individual is in risk-group 2 (user of marijuana only)
mean

St.
Dev

2.5%

97.5%

-0.645

1.269

-5.051

-0.015

1.530

1.585

-1.164

4.345

criminal justice status

-1.951

1.412

-4.924

0.062

if male

-1.007

0.836

-3.218

0.242

if black

-0.206

2.623

-6.537

4.031

0.656

0.054

0.555

0.763

1.329

0.085

1.161

1.498

Variable (Parameter)
Level of Marijuana Consumption
age
if smoker
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Table 5.5 : Posterior summaries of parameters of univariate ordered probit function in
MBZIOP model given that individual is in risk-group 3 (user of cocaine only)
Variable (Parameter)

mean

St. Dev

2.5%

97.5%

-1.180

0.005

-0.029

-0.008

0.127

0.164

-0.186

0.463

criminal justice status

-0.426

0.140

-0.696

-0.157

if male

-0.090

0.121

-0.323

0.155

if black

0.266

0.123

0.022

0.513

0.708

0.075

0.573

0.864

1.382

0.109

1.179

1.608

Level of Cocaine Consumption
age
if smoker
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Table 5.6 : Posterior summaries of parameters of bivariate ordered probit function in
MBZIOP model given that individual is in risk-group 4 (users of both drugs)
mean

St.
Dev

2.5%

97.5%

-0.015

0.004

-0.024

-0.007

if smoker

0.232

0.132

-0.021

0.500

criminal justice status

0.090

0.113

-0.128

0.307

if male

0.236

0.103

0.036

0.432

if black

-0.174

0.089

-0.345

-0.003

0.668

0.055

0.561

0.777

1.342

0.086

1.173

1.510

-0.007

0.005

-0.017

0.003

0.108

0.143

-0.154

0.390

criminal justice status

-0.044

0.114

-0.265

0.191

if male

-0.031

0.102

-0.229

0.177

if black

0.666

0.110

0.451

0.885

0.678

0.065

0.550

0.807

1.339

0.097

1.142

1.524

0.121

0.082

-0.033

0.292

Variable (Parameter)
Marijuana Consumption
age

Cocaine Consumption
age
if smoker
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Figure 5.1 : Selected trace plots from MZIBOP model
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Figure 5.2 : Selected density plot from MZIBOP model
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Figure 5.3 : Selected auto correlation plots from MZIBOP model
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CHAPTER 6
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Despite the wide application of ordered probit or logit models, the development of
models that can address correlated and zero-inflated ordinal responses is very limited. To
overcome this limitation, Zhao & Harris (2007) extended the ordered probit model to
address zero-inflation in the case of univariate data. But, in the cases of multivariate
ordinal data, both correlation and zero-inflation need to be accounted for. To address this
important methodogical issues, a zero-inflated bivariate ordered probit (MZIBOP) model
using latent mixture approach was proposed. The proposed MZIBOP model, as opposed
to the restrictive approach to zero-inflated bivariate ordered probit (Gurmu & Dagne,
2012), can address all sources of zeros: zeros that originate from degenerate distribution,
univariate, as well as bivariate ordinal responses. Therefore, the proposed model could be
a significant methodological contribution to this area of research.
To investigate whether the proposed model (MZIBOP) performs better than existing
models (BOP and ZIBOP) in terms of less bias and accuracy of estimation of parameters,
a simulation study was conducted. The simulation was carried out for only 20 limited
iterations because of computational demand on the MCMC algorithm. The results from
the simulation study suggested that in the case of data

with a high or moderate

proportions of zeros, almost all parameters had either lower or similar bias and RMSE
values with the proposed model as compared to other existing methods (i.e. better
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performance with the proposed model). In the case of data witha low proportion of zeros,
even though the parameters of the proposed model had smaller bias, their RMSE values
were slightly higher, confirming that more simulation is required. It is not possible from
this study to identify the actual cutoff point for the proportion of zeros below which the
proposed model does not perform adequately. This is an area for further investigation.
However, from the results observed, it is safe to say that for data with a moderate or high
proportion of zeros, the proposed model performs much better.
For the purpose of practical usage of the proposed method, real data were
analyzed using a dataset publicly available from the Drug Abuse Treatment Outcome
Study (DATOS). This dataset was appropriate for illustrating the proposed method since
the proportions of zero values in the bivariate ordinal responses of marijuana and cocaine
use was fairly high, exceeding 55%. Applying the proposed MZIBOP model given in
(3.8) to DATOS would help identify highly probable predictors of being a user/nonuser
of both marijuana and cocaine, and conditional on user status, the level of consumption of
these drugs. From the estimates of model parameters and their 95% credible intervals,
the direction and strength of covariates that predict being a user/non-user, as well as level
of consumption of either or both drugs, were calculated.
The results of the the model fit suggested that older individuals, smokers, and
people with a prior criminal background have a higher risk of being a marijuana only
user. These results are consistent with Aitken et al. (2000) , who suggested that age is
significantly related to the incidence rate of lifetime marijuana use, and smoking is
positively related. However, cocaine only users were predicted on the basis of being
younger and being engaged in the criminal justice system. These relationships were
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opposite in direction compared to majijuana only users. As in the case of predictors of
marijuana only, older age, being a smoker, and history of criminal justice system
involvement were predictive of use of both marijuana and cocaine. These results are also
consistent with Kandel et al.(1986), who suggested that use of marijuana and other illicit
drug is related to some form of delinquency.
Given that an individual is a user of marijuana only, age is a significant predictor
of the level of marijuana consumption. In terms of latent level of consumption, as an
individual becomes older, his or her latent level of marijuana only consumption decreases
and vice versa. Similarly, given that a respondent is a user of cocaine only, all
covariates—age, involvement in criminal activities and being of black race—are strong
predictors of the level of cocaine consumption. As in the case of marijuana, as a person
gets older, his latent level of cocaine consumption decreases. In this case, latent level of
cocaine consumption is lower for a smoker than a non-smoker and higher for those of
black race compared to other ethnic groups. Finally, given that an individual is a user of
both drugs, age has an inverse significant effect on the latent level of consumption both
for marijuana and cocaine. This may represent a survival bias, meaning that young users
of high levels of marijuana and cocaine may be at risk of premature mortality, thereby
giving the appearance of older age being associated with consumption of both
drugs.Finally, blacks are likely to use less marijuana, but higher latent level of cocaine
given that they are user of both drugs.
There are several limitations of this research despite the usefulness of the model
to fit the bivariate ordinal and zero-inflated data. One limitation pertains to a relatively
small simulation iterations. Because of the heavy computational burden required by
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MCMC, the simulation was limited to 20 simulation replications for each model
considered. More number of simulations may be necessary to assess and test the stability
of the model fits. The second limitation, in terms of application of drug abuse data, is that
only a limited numbers of covariates were used because of the enormous amount of time
required for the Bayesian computations. With the development of faster computing
power, or the use of parallel computing, however, this issue may be resolved soon.
As known from the DATOS study, these publicly-available drug abuse data have
been collected longitudinally such that there is information on drug use frequency in all
four waves of the study. These types of repeated measures frequently arise in clinical and
behavioral studies. Therefore, it is of great interest that the current proposed method be
considered for extendsion to adopt longitudinal data with zero inflation.
In summary, the proposed, MZIBOP model can be used if the ordinal correlated
outcomes are measured together, and if there exists a high percentage of zero responses.
Estimation of parameters are done using a Bayesian MCMC approach which can be
implemented through the freely available WinBUGS program, and can also be easily
called from the R-software package known as R2WinBUGS. Therefore, applied
researchersshould be able to use this methodology in a straightforward manner.
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Appendix A: R code for For Simulation Study

# Sample R-code for Simulation Study
monte.sim<- function( mdltype, paramfile, montefile, nsim,n,
zeroinfl,corr,niter,nburn, nthin,debug)
{
# TRUE PARAMETER VALUES
if (zeroinfl=="low"){gam1<-c(1.29,-0.20);
gam2<-c(1.14,-0.10);gam3<-c(1.20,.50)}
if(zeroinfl=="medium"){gam1<-c(1.29,-0.50);
gam2<-c(1.0,-0.1);gam3<-c(1.0,-.10)}
# Consumption Equation (Beta Parameters)
beta1.mar<-c(0.097,.010,0.74);
beta3.mar<-c(0.69,-.03,0.117);
beta2.coc<-c(3.63,-1.41,-0.53)
beta3.coc<-c(0.36,-.025,0.26);
# Cut points
mu<-c(0,0.77,1.54);
del<-c(0,0.92,1.71);
rho<-0.5
corr<-rho
# CREATE MATRICES TO STORE PARAMETERS #
true.param<c(simnum=NA,gam1=gam1,gam2=gam2,gam3=gam3,beta1.mar=beta1.mar,
beta2.coc=beta2.coc,beta3.mar=beta3.mar,beta3.coc=beta3.coc,mu=mu
,
del=del,rho=corr)
params.true<-t(matrix(rep(true.param,nsim),ncol=nsim))
colnames(params.true)<-names(true.param)
# create matrix to store data
q1<-length(gam1)
q2<-length(gam2)
q3<-length(gam3)
# no. of param for marijuana
p1<-length(beta1.mar)
p3<-length(beta3.mar)
# no. of param for marijuana
p2<-length(beta2.coc)
p4<-length(beta3.coc)
params.est.bop<-matrix(NA,nrow=nsim,ncol=ncol(params.true))
params.est.zibop<-matrix(NA,nrow=nsim,ncol=ncol(params.true))
params.est.mzibop<-matrix(NA,nrow=nsim,ncol=ncol(params.true))
parmnames<-colnames(params.true)
colnames(params.est.bop)<-parmnames
colnames(params.est.zibop)<-parmnames
colnames(params.est.mzibop)<-parmnames
set.seed(1234)
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x1.org <- log(0+(100-0)*runif(n))
x20 <- runif(n)
x2.org <- numeric(n)
x2.org <- ifelse(x20>0.25,1,0)
x.org <- as.matrix(cbind(1,x1.org,x2.org))
X1<-x.org
X2<-x.org
z1.org<-x1.org
z.org <- as.matrix(cbind(1,z1.org))
# Repeat step 5 onward nsim (number of simulation times)
for (i in 1:nsim) {
# to draw two byvariate normal samples
norm.samp<-rmultnorm(n, mu=c(0,0),
vmat=matrix(c(1,corr,corr,1),2,2))
# simulate standard normal error for equation (5)
e1 <- norm.samp[,1]
e2 <- norm.samp[,2]
beta1<-beta3.mar
beta2<-beta3.coc
# y1*=x1*beta1+e1
# y2*=x2*beta2+e2
y1star <- X1%*% beta1+e1
y2star <- X2%*% beta2+e2
min.y1 <- min(y1star)
max.y1 <- max(y1star)
min.y2 <- min(y2star)
max.y2 <- max(y2star)
# number of cutpoints
ncut.y1<-length(mu)
ncut.y2<-length(del)
y1 <- cut(y1star,breaks=c(min.y1-1,mu, max.y1),labels =
0:ncut.y1,right=T)
y2 <- cut(y2star,breaks=c(min.y2-1,del, max.y2),labels =
0:ncut.y2,right=T)
# convert to integer (other wise it converts 1,2,3,4 insted of
0,1,2,3
y1<-as.integer(y1)-1
y2<-as.integer(y2)-1
norm.samp.ind<-rmultnorm(n, mu=c(0,0),
vmat=matrix(c(1,0,0,1),2,2))
# independent e1 and e2
e1.ind<-norm.samp.ind[,1]
e2.ind<-norm.samp.ind[,2]
# independent ordere probit
beta1.ind<-beta1.mar
beta2.ind<-beta2.coc
# For independent ordered probit (Univariate Oredred Probit)
y1star.ind <- X1%*% beta1.ind+e1.ind
y2star.ind <- X2%*% beta2.ind+e2.ind
# Univariate Ordered Probit
min.y1.ind <- min(y1star.ind)
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max.y1.ind <- max(y1star.ind)
min.y2.ind <- min(y2star.ind)
max.y2.ind <- max(y2star.ind)
# number of cutpoints same for univariate and bivariate
ncut.y1<-length(mu)
ncut.y2<-length(del)
# univariate ordered probit
y1.ind <- cut(y1star.ind,breaks=c(min.y1.ind-1,mu, max.y1.ind),
labels = 0:ncut.y1,right=T)
y2.ind <- cut(y2star.ind,breaks=c(min.y2.ind-1,del,
max.y2.ind),
labels = 0:ncut.y2,right=T)
# univariate ordered probit
y1.ind<-as.integer(y1.ind)-1
y2.ind<-as.integer(y2.ind)-1
# Simulate Zero Inflated Mizture Bivariate Ordered probit
# Step 1. Generate Each component above
data.lam0<-cbind(y1=0,y2=0,x1=x1.org,x2=x2.org)
data.lam1<- cbind(y1=y1.ind,y2=0,x1=x1.org,x2=x2.org)
data.lam2<-cbind(y1=0,y2=y2.ind,x1=x1.org,x2=x2.org)
data.lam3<-cbind(y1=y1,y2=y2,x1=x1.org,x2=x2.org)
# Step 2. Calculate Probabilities (lam0,lam1, lam2 and lam3)
q1<-length(gam1)
q2<-length(gam2)
q3<-length(gam3)
pred1<-z.org%*%gam1[1:q1]
pred2<-z.org%*%gam2[1:q2]
pred3<-z.org%*%gam3[1:q3]
cov.mix1<-exp(pred1)
cov.mix2<-exp(pred2)
cov.mix3<-exp(pred3)
cov.denom<-1+ cov.mix1+ cov.mix2+ cov.mix3
# calculate lambda (proportion for each component)
lam0<-1/cov.denom
lam1<-cov.mix1/cov.denom
lam2<-cov.mix2/cov.denom
#lam3<-1-lam0- lam1- lam2
lam3<-cov.mix3/cov.denom
# Step 3. create Uniform nx1 vector and create logical vector
r.unif<-runif(n)
s0<-(r.unif<lam0)
s1<- (r.unif>=lam0 & r.unif<(lam0+lam1))
s2<- (r.unif>=(lam0+lam1) & r.unif<(lam0+lam1+lam2))
s3<- (r.unif>=(lam0+lam1+lam2))
# Step 4. Gendrate Blank data
simdata<-data.frame(matrix(rep(NA,n*4),nrow=n))
colnames(simdata)<-c("y1","y2","x1","x2")
simdata[s0,]<-data.lam0[s0,]
simdata[s1,]<-data.lam1[s1,]
simdata[s2,]<-data.lam2[s2,]
simdata[s3,]<-data.lam3[s3,]
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# check the bivariate and univariate frequencies from simulated
data
perzero.y1y2<-table(simdata$y1,simdata$y2)/n
# calculate univariate frequency
perzero.y1<-table(simdata$y1)/n
perzero.y2<-table(simdata$y2)/n
print(perzero.y1y2)
print(perzero.y1)
print(perzero.y2)
# merge data and save in CSV FORMAT
mzibopdata<data.frame(cbind(y1=simdata$y1,y2=simdata$y2,x1=simdata$x1,
x2=simdata$x2,z1=simdata$x1))
write.table(mzibopdata, file = "mzibopdata.csv", sep = ",",
col.names = NA,qmethod = "double")
# read data
mzibopdata<-data.frame(read.csv("mzibopdata.csv", header = T,
sep = ","))
#attach(mzibopdata)
rm("y1","y2","y","x1","x2","z","z1")
y1<- mzibopdata$y1
y2<- mzibopdata$y2
x1<- cbind(1, mzibopdata$x1,mzibopdata$x2)
x2<- cbind(1, mzibopdata$x1,mzibopdata$x2)
z<- cbind(1,mzibopdata$z1)
#attach(mzibopdata)
# create winbugs data set
y<-ifelse(y1==0& y2==0,1,ifelse(y1==1 &y2==0,2,ifelse(y1==2
&y2==0,3,
ifelse(y1==3 &y2==0,4,
ifelse(y1==0 &y2==1,5,ifelse(y1==0 &y2==2,6,ifelse(y1==0
&y2==3,7,
ifelse(y1==1 &y2==1,8,ifelse(y1==1 &y2==2,9,ifelse(y1==1
&y2==3,10,
ifelse(y1==2 &y2==1,11,ifelse(y1==2 &y2==2,12,ifelse(y1==2
&y2==3,13,
ifelse(y1==3 &y2==1,14,ifelse(y1==3 &y2==2,15,ifelse(y1==3
&y2==3,16,NA))))))))))))))))
if (mdltype=="MZIBOP")
{
# ESTIMATION FOR MIXTURE-ZI-BIVARIATE ORDERED PROBIT MODEL
# Create WinBUGS data file
data<list(n=n,q1=q1,q2=q2,q3=q3,p1=p1,p2=p2,p3=p3,p4=p4,y=y,x1=x1,x2=x
2,z=z)
bugs.data(data, digits = 5, data.file =
"mzibop_simdata.txt")
# Create Initial Values
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inits<-function(){list(gam1=c(1.4,-0.48),gam2=c(-1.4,0.05),
gam3=c(1.5,0.05),beta1.mar=c(0.18,0.04,0.4),beta3.mar=c(1.0,-0.04,0.1),
beta2.coc=c(3.48,-0.10,-0.5),beta3.coc=c(0.5,0.03,0.3),mu=c(0.79,1.35),
del=c(0.51,1.14),rho=c(.55))}
# BIVARIATE ORDERED PROBIT MODEL (WITHOUT ZERO-INFLATION)
pr.time<-proc.time()[1:3]
param<c("gam1","gam2","gam3","beta1.mar","beta3.mar","beta2.coc",
"beta3.coc","mu","del","rho")
mzibop.sim<- bugs(data="mzibop_simdata.txt", inits=inits,
parameters.to.save=param,
model.file="mzibop_winbugs_model_matrix_corrected.txt",
n.chains=1,
n.iter=niter,
n.burnin=nburn,
n.thin=nthin,
codaPkg = FALSE,
bugs.directory=bugsdir,
program="WinBUGS",
debug=debug)
print(mzibop.sim)
#plot(biop.sim)
pr.time<-proc.time()[1:3]-pr.time
print(pr.time)
# store parameters
parm1.mz<-mzibop.sim$mean$gam1
parm2.mz<-mzibop.sim$mean$gam2
parm3.mz<-mzibop.sim$mean$gam3
parm4.mz<-mzibop.sim$mean$beta1.mar
parm5.mz<-mzibop.sim$mean$beta2.coc
parm6.mz<-mzibop.sim$mean$beta3.mar
parm7.mz<-mzibop.sim$mean$beta3.coc
parm8.mz<-mzibop.sim$mean$mu
parm9.mz<-mzibop.sim$mean$del
parm10.mz<-mzibop.sim$mean$rho
params.est.mzibop[i,]<c(i,parm1.mz,parm2.mz,parm3.mz,parm4.mz,parm5.mz,
parm6.mz,parm7.mz,0,parm8.mz,0,parm9.mz,parm10.mz)
if(i==1){
write.table(t(as.matrix(parmnames)), file =
paramfile,append=T,col.names=F,
sep = ",",qmethod = "double")
}
write.table(t(as.matrix(params.est.mzibop[i,])), file =
paramfile,append=T,
col.names = F, sep = ",",qmethod = "double")
}
# end of else if (mdltype=="MZBIOP") loop
# Zero-Inflated BIVARIATE ORDERED PROBIT MODEL (Gurmu & Dagne)
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if (mdltype=="ZIBOP")
{
# Create WinBUGS data file
data<-list(n=n,q1=q1,p1=p3,p2=p4,y=y,x1=x1,x2=x2,z=z)
bugs.data(data, digits = 5, data.file = "mzibop_simdata.txt")
# Create Initial Values
inits<-function(){list(gam1=c(1.4,-0.48),beta1.mar=c(1.0,0.04,0.1),
beta2.coc=c(0.5,0.03,0.3),mu=c(0.79,1.35),del=c(0.51,1.14),rho=c(.55))}
pr.time<-proc.time()[1:3]
param<-c("gam1","beta1.mar","beta2.coc","mu","del","rho")
zibopdagne.sim<- bugs(data="mzibop_simdata.txt", inits=inits,
parameters.to.save=param,
model.file="bziop_dagne_winbugs_model_matrix_corrected.txt",
n.chains=1,
n.iter=niter,
n.burnin=nburn,
n.thin=nthin,
codaPkg =FALSE,
bugs.directory=bugsdir,
program="WinBUGS",
debug=debug)
print(zibopdagne.sim)
#plot(zibopdagne.sim)
pr.time<-proc.time()[1:3]-pr.time
print(pr.time)
# store parameters
parm1.dz<-zibopdagne.sim$mean$gam1
parm2.dz<-rep(NA,q2)
parm3.dz<-rep(NA,q3)
parm4.dz<-rep(NA,p1)
parm5.dz<-rep(NA,p2)
parm6.dz<-zibopdagne.sim$mean$beta1.mar
parm7.dz<-zibopdagne.sim$mean$beta2.coc
parm8.dz<-zibopdagne.sim$mean$mu
parm9.dz<-zibopdagne.sim$mean$del
parm10.dz<-zibopdagne.sim$mean$rho
# store parameters
params.est.zibop[i,]<c(i,parm1.dz,parm2.dz,parm3.dz,parm4.dz,parm5.dz,
parm6.dz,parm7.dz,0,parm8.dz,0,parm9.dz,parm10.dz)
# if simulation i=1 the save title not for others
if(i==1){
write.table(t(as.matrix(parmnames)), file
=paramfile,append=T,
col.names=F, sep = ",",qmethod = "double")
}
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write.table(t(as.matrix(params.est.zibop[i,])), file
=paramfile,
append=T,col.names=F, sep = ",",qmethod = "double")
rm(data)
} # end of else if loop for zibop model (Dagne Model)
# ESTIMATION FOR BIVARIATE ORDERED PROBIT MODEL
# If Simple Bivariate Ordered Probit Run the following
if(mdltype=="BOP")
{
inits<-function(){list(gam1=c(1.4,-0.48),gam2=c(-1.4,0.05),
gam3=c(1.5,0.05),beta1.mar=c(0.18,0.04,0.4),beta3.mar=c(1.0,-0.04,0.1),
beta2.coc=c(3.48,-0.10,-0.5),beta3.coc=c(0.5,0.03,0.3),mu=c(0.79,1.35),
del=c(0.51,1.14),rho=c(.55))}
data<-list(n=n,p1=p3,p2=p4,y=y,x1=x1,x2=x2)
bugs.data(data, digits = 5, data.file = "bop_simdata.txt")
# Create initla values
inits1<-function(){list(beta3.mar=c(1.0,-0.04,0.1),
beta3.coc=c(0.5,0.03,0.3),mu=c(0.79,1.35),del=c(0.51,1.14),rho=c(.55))}
param<-c("beta3.mar","beta3.coc","mu","del","rho")
pr.time<-proc.time()[1:3]
bop.sim<- bugs(data="bop_simdata.txt", inits=inits1 ,
parameters.to.save=param,
model.file="biop_winbugs_model_matrix_corrected.txt",
n.chains=1,
n.iter=niter,
n.burnin=nburn,
n.thin=nthin,
codaPkg = FALSE,
bugs.directory=bugsdir,
program="WinBUGS",
debug=debug)
print(bop.sim)
#plot(bop.sim)
pr.time<-proc.time()[1:3]-pr.time
print(pr.time)
# store parameters
parm1<-rep(NA,q1)
parm2<-rep(NA,q2)
parm3<-rep(NA,q3)
parm4<-rep(NA,p1)
parm5<-rep(NA,p2)
parm6<-bop.sim$mean$beta3.mar
parm7<-bop.sim$mean$beta3.coc
parm8<-bop.sim$mean$mu
parm9<-bop.sim$mean$del
parm10<-bop.sim$mean$rho
# combined parameters
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params.est.bop[i,]<c(i,parm1,parm2,parm3,parm4,parm5,parm6,parm7,0,
parm8,0,parm9,parm10)
# SAVE DATA FROM EACH SIMULATION (Append)
if(i==1){
write.table(t(as.matrix(parmnames)), file
=paramfile,append=T,
col.names=F, sep = ",",qmethod = "double")
}
write.table(t(as.matrix(params.est.bop[i,])), file
=paramfile,append=T,
col.names=F,sep = ",", qmethod = "double")
rm("data") # remove the data as will change in next
}
} # End of the simulaton loop
# Step 2 Bias Estimation #
# Mixture Zero-Inflated Proposed Model
if(mdltype=="MZIBOP")
{
paramdata.mzibop<-read.table(paramfile, header = T, sep =
",")[,-1]
nsim<-dim( paramdata.mzibop)[1] # number of rows=nsim
est.mzibop<- paramdata.mzibop
bias.mzibop<-abs(params.true-est.mzibop)
bias.mzibop.sq<-bias.mzibop^2
monte.mean.mzibop<-sapply(data.frame(est.mzibop), mean, na.rm=T)
mean.bias.mzibop<-sapply(data.frame(bias.mzibop),mean,na.rm=T)
per.bias.mzibop<-mean.bias.mzibop/true.param*100
mse.mzibop<-sapply(data.frame(bias.mzibop.sq),mean,na.rm=T)
rmse.mzibop<-sqrt(mse.mzibop)
monte.summary.mzibop<cbind(true.param,monte.mean.mzibop,mean.bias.mzibop,
per.bias.mzibop,mse.mzibop,rmse.mzibop,nsim,n,niter,nburn,nthin,c
orr)
write.table(data.frame(monte.summary.mzibop), file = montefile,
sep = ",", col.names = NA,qmethod = "double")
}
# Zero-Inflated Dagne & Gurmu (2012) ZIBOP
if(mdltype=="ZIBOP")
{
paramdata.zibop<-read.table(paramfile, header = T, sep = ",")
[,-1]
nsim<-dim( paramdata.zibop)[1] # number of rows=nsim
est.zibop<-paramdata.zibop
bias.zibop<-abs(params.true-est.zibop)
bias.zibop.sq<-bias.zibop^2
monte.mean.zibop<-sapply(data.frame(est.zibop), mean, na.rm=T)
mean.bias.zibop<-sapply(data.frame(bias.zibop),mean,na.rm=T)
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per.bias.zibop<-mean.bias.zibop/true.param*100
mse.zibop<-sapply(data.frame(bias.zibop.sq),mean,na.rm=T)
rmse.zibop<-sqrt(mse.zibop)
monte.summary.zibop<cbind(true.param,monte.mean.zibop,mean.bias.zibop,
per.bias.zibop,mse.zibop,rmse.zibop,nsim,n,niter,nburn,nthin,corr
)
write.table(data.frame(monte.summary.zibop), file =montefile,
sep = ",", col.names = NA,qmethod = "double")
}
# Bivariate Ordered Probit (BOP)
if(mdltype=="BOP")
{
# Read data from all the 3 model parameters stored from
simulation
paramdata.bop<-read.table(paramfile, header = T, sep = ",") [,1]
nsim<-dim(paramdata.bop)[1]
est.bop<-paramdata.bop
bias.bop<-abs(params.true-est.bop)
bias.bop.sq<-bias.bop^2
monte.mean.bop<-sapply(data.frame(est.bop), mean, na.rm=T)
mean.bias.bop<-sapply(data.frame(bias.bop),mean,na.rm=T)
per.bias.bop<-mean.bias.bop/true.param*100
mse.bop<-sapply(data.frame(bias.bop.sq),mean,na.rm=T)
rmse.bop<-sqrt(mse.bop) #Root MSE
# collect all bias summary together
monte.summary.bop<cbind(true.param,monte.mean.bop,mean.bias.bop,
per.bias.bop,mse.bop,rmse.bop,nsim,n,niter,nburn,nthin,corr)
write.table(data.frame(monte.summary.bop), file =montefile,
sep = ",", col.names = NA,qmethod = "double")
}
}
# Invoke R-function
monte.sim(mdltype="ZIBOP",paramfile="ZIBOP_PARAM.csv",
montefile="ZIBOP_BIAS_.csv",zeroinfl="medium",corr=0.5,
nsim=18,n=500,niter=10000,nburn=5000,nthin=1,debug=FALSE)
# FOR ORDINARY BOP
monte.sim(mdltype="BOP",paramfile="BOP_PARAM.csv",montefile="BOP_
BIAS.csv",
zeroinfl="medium",corr=0.5,nsim=20,n=500,niter=50000,nburn=10000,
nthin=10,
debug=FALSE)
mzibopdata<-data.frame(read.csv("mzibopdata.csv", header = T, sep
= ","))
# check the bivariate and univariate frequencies from simulated
data
n<-dim(mzibopdata)[1]
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perzero.y1y2<-table(mzibopdata$y1,mzibopdata$y2)/n
perzero.y1<-table(mzibopdata$y1)/n
print(perzero.y1)
print(perzero.y2)
# Prepare table with both bias (bop and mzibop) in same table
mzibop.bias<data.frame(read.csv("MZIBOP_BIAS_20sims_lowzero.csv", header = T,
sep = ","))
zibop.bias<-data.frame(read.csv("ZIBOP_BIAS_20sims_lowzero.csv",
header = T, sep = ","))
bop.bias<-data.frame(read.csv("BOP_BIAS_20sims_lowzero.csv",
header = T, sep = ","))
params.name<-bop.bias$X
summary.bias<-round(as.data.frame(cbind(ParamsName=bop.bias$X,
NumSim=bop.bias$nsim,TrueValue=bop.bias$true.param,
MonteMeanMZIBOP=mzibop.bias$monte.mean.mzibop,
MonteMeanZIBOP=zibop.bias$monte.mean.zibop,
MonteMeanBOP=bop.bias$monte.mean.bop,
MonteMeanBiasMZIBOP=mzibop.bias$mean.bias.mzibop,
MonteMeanBiasZIBOP=zibop.bias$mean.bias.zibop,
MonteMeanBiasBOP=bop.bias$mean.bias.bop,
PerBiasMZIBOP=mzibop.bias$per.bias.mzibop,
PerBiasZIBOP=zibop.bias$per.bias.zibop,
PerBiasBOP=bop.bias$per.bias.bop,mseMZIBOP=mzibop.bias$mse.mzibop
,
mseZIBOP=zibop.bias$mse.zibop,mseBOP=bop.bias$mse.bop,
rmseMZIBOP=mzibop.bias$rmse.mzibop,
rmseZIBOP=zibop.bias$rmse.zibop,
rmseBOP=bop.bias$rmse.bop)),3) # round to 4 decimal places
summary.bias$ParamsName<-params.name
# save bias summary
write.table(data.frame(summary.bias), file =
"ALLMODEL_SUMMARY_BIAS_.csv,
sep = ",", col.names = NA,qmethod = "double")
print(bop.bias)
print(mzibop.bias)
print(summary.bias,na.rm=T)
# end of the simulation study
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Appendix B: R and WinBUGS code for DATOS Analysis
# CODE FOR MZIBOP MODEL
model
{
######################
# Prior Distributions
#######################
# prior for mixture parameter gamma
for (i in 1:q1){ gam1[i]~dnorm(0,0.01)}
for (i in 1:q2){ gam2[i]~dnorm(0,0.01)}
for (i in 1:q3){ gam3[i]~dnorm(0,0.01)}
rho~dunif(-1,1)
mu[1]~dnorm(0, 1.0E-02)I(0, mu[2])
mu[2]~dnorm(0, 1.0E-02)I(mu[1],)
del[1]~dnorm(0, 0.01)I(0, del[2])
del[2]~dnorm(0, 0.01)I(del[1],)
# prior for beta parameters for Marijuana
for (i in 1:p1){ beta1.mar[i]~dnorm(0,0.01)}
for (i in 1:p3){ beta3.mar[i]~dnorm(0,0.01)}
# prior for beta parameters for Cocaine
for (i in 1:p2){ beta2.coc[i]~dnorm(0,0.01)}
for (i in 1:p4){ beta3.coc[i]~dnorm(0,0.01)}
for (i in 1:n) # for each of the subject
{
# CALCULATE ALL PREDICTORS (B'X) FOR Consumptions
covar11.mar[i]<-inprod(beta1.mar[1:p1],x1[i,])
covar13.mar[i]<-inprod(beta3.mar[1:p3],x1[i,])
covar22.coc[i]<-inprod(beta2.coc[1:p2],x2[i,])
covar23.coc[i]<-inprod(beta3.coc[1:p4],x2[i,])
ph11.mar0[i]<-phi(-covar11.mar[i])
ph11.mar1[i]<-phi(mu[1]-covar11.mar[i])
ph11.mar2[i]<-phi(mu[2]-covar11.mar[i]) f
# UNIVARIATE CUMULATIVE PROBABILITY FOR Cocaine =Pr(Y2<k)
ph22.coc0[i]<-phi(-covar22.coc[i])
ph22.coc1[i]<-phi(del[1]-covar22.coc[i])
ph22.coc2[i]<-phi(del[2]-covar22.coc[i])
###################################################
# UNIVARIATE ORDINAL PROBABILITIES for Likelihood #
###################################################
p0.mar[i]<-ph11.mar0[i]
p1.mar[i]<-ph11.mar1[i]-ph11.mar0[i]
p2.mar[i]<-ph11.mar2[i]-ph11.mar1[i]
p3.mar[i]<-1-ph11.mar2[i]
# Cocaine p(y2=k), k=0,1,2,3
p0.coc[i]<-ph22.coc0[i]
p1.coc[i]<-ph22.coc1[i]-ph22.coc0[i]
p2.coc[i]<-ph22.coc2[i]-ph22.coc1[i]
p3.coc[i]<-1-ph22.coc2[i]
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# The following six are needed only to approximate bivariate
ph13.mar0[i]<-phi(-covar13.mar[i])
ph13.mar1[i]<-phi(mu[1]-covar13.mar[i])
ph13.mar2[i]<-phi(mu[2]-covar13.mar[i])
ph13.mar3[i]<-1
ph23.coc0[i]<-phi(-covar23.coc[i])
ph23.coc1[i]<-phi(del[1]-covar23.coc[i])
ph23.coc2[i]<-phi(del[2]-covar23.coc[i])
ph23.coc3[i]<-1
# Approximate Bivariate cumulative Probability using Univariate
h0[i]<--covar13.mar[i]
h1[i]<-mu[1]-covar13.mar[i]
h2[i]<-mu[2]-covar13.mar[i]
h3[i]<-1.0E+16
pdf0.mar[i]<-1/(sqrt(2*3.14159265358979))*exp(-0.5*h0[i]*h0[i])
pdf1.mar[i]<-1/(sqrt(2*3.14159265358979))*exp(-0.5*h1[i]*h1[i])
pdf2.mar[i]<-1/(sqrt(2*3.14159265358979))*exp(-0.5*h2[i]*h2[i])
pdf3.mar[i]<-1/(sqrt(2*3.14159265358979))*exp(-0.5*h3[i]*h3[i])
nu0.mar[i]<- -(rho*pdf0.mar[i])/phi(h0[i])
nu1.mar[i]<- -(rho*pdf1.mar[i])/phi(h1[i])
nu2.mar[i]<- -(rho*pdf2.mar[i])/phi(h2[i])
nu3.mar[i]<- 0 #
s20[i]<-1+rho*h0[i]*nu0.mar[i]- nu0.mar[i]*nu0.mar[i]
s21[i]<-1+rho*h1[i]*nu1.mar[i]-nu1.mar[i]*nu1.mar[i]
s22[i]<-1+rho*h2[i]*nu2.mar[i]-nu2.mar[i]*nu2.mar[i]
s23[i]<-1+rho*h3[i]*nu3.mar[i]-nu3.mar[i]*nu3.mar[i]
k0[i]<- -covar23.coc[i]
k1[i]<- del[1]-covar23.coc[i]
k2[i]<- del[2]-covar23.coc[i]
k3[i]<- 1.0E+16
# cumulative bivariate probability for 1st likelihood
Q00[i]<- phi(h0[i])*phi((k0[i]-nu0.mar[i])/sqrt(s20[i]))
# 2ND LIKELIHOOD
# cumulative bivariate probability for 2nd likelihood
Q10[i]<- phi(h1[i])*phi((k0[i]-nu1.mar[i])/sqrt(s21[i]))
Q20[i]<- phi(h2[i])*phi((k0[i]-nu2.mar[i])/sqrt(s22[i]))
Q30[i]<- phi(h3[i])*phi((k0[i]-nu3.mar[i])/sqrt(s23[i]))
# 3RD LIKELIHOOD
# cumulative bivariate probability for 3rd likelihood
Q01[i]<- phi(h0[i])*phi((k1[i]-nu0.mar[i])/sqrt(s20[i]))
Q02[i]<- phi(h0[i])*phi((k2[i]-nu0.mar[i])/sqrt(s20[i]))
Q03[i]<- phi(h0[i])*phi((k3[i]-nu0.mar[i])/sqrt(s20[i]))
# 4TH LIKELIHOOD
# Cumulative bivariate probability for 4th likelihood
Q11[i]<- phi(h1[i])*phi((k1[i]-nu1.mar[i])/sqrt(s21[i]))
Q12[i]<- phi(h1[i])*phi((k2[i]-nu1.mar[i])/sqrt(s21[i]))
Q13[i]<- phi(h1[i])*phi((k3[i]-nu1.mar[i])/sqrt(s21[i]))
Q21[i]<- phi(h2[i])*phi((k1[i]-nu2.mar[i])/sqrt(s22[i]))
Q22[i]<- phi(h2[i])*phi((k2[i]-nu2.mar[i])/sqrt(s22[i]))
Q23[i]<- phi(h2[i])*phi((k3[i]-nu2.mar[i])/sqrt(s22[i]))
Q31[i]<- phi(h3[i])*phi((k1[i]-nu3.mar[i])/sqrt(s23[i]))
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Q32[i]<- phi(h3[i])*phi((k2[i]-nu3.mar[i])/sqrt(s23[i]))
Q33[i]<- phi(h3[i])*phi((k3[i]-nu3.mar[i])/sqrt(s23[i]))
# BIVARIATE ORDINAL PROBABILITIES for Likelihood
# WITH OUT INCLUDING ZERO INFLATION PART
# ordinal probalities Pr(y1=0,y2=0)
p00[i]<-Q00[i]
# ordinal probalities Pr(y1=j,y2=0;j=1,,3)
p10[i]<-Q10[i]-Q00[i]
p20[i]<-Q20[i]-Q10[i]
p30[i]<-Q30[i]-Q20[i]
# ordinal probalities Pr(y1=0,y2=k;k=1,2,3)
p01[i]<-Q01[i]-Q00[i]
p02[i]<-Q02[i]-Q01[i]
p03[i]<-Q03[i]-Q02[i]
# ordinal probalities Pr(y1=j,y2=k)
p11[i]<- Q11[i]-Q01[i]-Q10[i]+Q00[i]
p12[i]<- Q12[i]-Q02[i]-Q11[i]+Q01[i]
p13[i]<- Q13[i]-Q03[i]-Q12[i]+Q02[i]
p21[i]<- Q21[i]-Q11[i]-Q20[i]+Q10[i]
p22[i]<- Q22[i]-Q12[i]-Q21[i]+Q11[i]
p23[i]<- Q23[i]-Q13[i]-Q22[i]+Q12[i]
p31[i]<- Q31[i]-Q21[i]-Q30[i]+Q20[i]
p32[i]<- Q32[i]-Q22[i]-Q31[i]+Q21[i]
p33[i]<- Q33[i]-Q23[i]-Q32[i]+Q22[i]
# CALCULATE ALL PREDICTORS (Gamma'Z) FOR MIXTURE COMPONENT
# Calculate predictor for participation equation
pred1[i]<-inprod(gam1[1:q1],z[i,])
pred2[i]<-inprod(gam2[1:q2],z[i,])
pred3[i]<-inprod(gam3[1:q3],z[i,])
cov.mix1[i]<-exp(pred1[i])
cov.mix2[i]<-exp(pred2[i])
cov.mix3[i]<-exp(pred3[i])
cov.denom[i]<-1+ cov.mix1[i]+ cov.mix2[i]+ cov.mix3[i]
lam[i,1]<-1/cov.denom[i]
lam[i,2]<-cov.mix1[i]/cov.denom[i]
lam[i,3]<-cov.mix2[i]/cov.denom[i]
lam[i,4]<-1-lam[i,1]- lam[i,2]- lam[i,3]
#########################################################
# BIVARIATE ORDINAL PROBABILITIES for Likelihood
##
# WILL ADD MIXTURE PART LATER -NOW COPY FROM PREVIOUS
##
##########################################################
# calculate likelihood for each individual(probability)
p[i,1]<- lam[i,1]+lam[i,2]*p0.mar[i]+lam[i,3]*
p0.coc[i]+lam[i,4]*p00[i]
p[i,2]<- lam[i,2]*p1.mar[i]+lam[i,4]*p10[i]
p[i,3]<- lam[i,2]*p2.mar[i]+lam[i,4]*p20[i]
p[i,4]<- lam[i,2]*p3.mar[i]+lam[i,4]*p30[i]
p[i,5]<- lam[i,3]*p1.coc[i]+lam[i,4]*p01[i]
p[i,6]<- lam[i,3]*p2.coc[i]+lam[i,4]*p02[i]
p[i,7]<- lam[i,3]*p3.coc[i]+lam[i,4]*p03[i]
p[i,8]<- lam[i,4]*p11[i]
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p[i,9]<- lam[i,4]*p12[i]
p[i,10]<- lam[i,4]*p13[i]
p[i,11]<- lam[i,4]*p21[i]
p[i,12]<- lam[i,4]*p22[i]
p[i,13]<- lam[i,4]*p23[i]
p[i,14]<- lam[i,4]*p31[i]
p[i,15]<- lam[i,4]*p32[i]
p[i,16]<- lam[i,4]*p33[i]
y[i] ~dcat(p[i,1:16])
}
}
##############################
#Code for zibop model
##############################
model
{
rho~dunif(-1,1)
# prior for participation
for (i in 1:q1){ gam1[i]~dnorm(0, .01)}
mu[1]~dnorm(0, 0.0001)I(0, mu[2])
mu[2]~dnorm(0, 0.0001)I(mu[1],)
del[1]~dnorm(0, 0.01)I(0, del[2])
del[2]~dnorm(0, 0.01)I(del[1],)
# prior for beta parameters for Marijuana
for (i in 1:p1){ beta1.mar[i]~dnorm(0, .01) }
for (i in 1:p2){ beta2.coc[i]~dnorm(0, .01) }
for (i in 1:n) # for each of the sites
{
############################################
# Step 1B: CALCULATE ALL PREDICTORS (B'X)
############################################
covar11.mar[i]<-inprod(beta1.mar[1:p1],x1[i,])
covar22.coc[i]<-inprod(beta2.coc[1:p2],x2[i,])
# calculate univariate cumulative probability
ph11.mar0[i]<-phi(-covar11.mar[i])
ph11.mar1[i]<-phi(mu[1]-covar11.mar[i])
ph11.mar2[i]<-phi(mu[2]-covar11.mar[i])
# Winbug function
ph22.coc0[i]<-phi(-covar22.coc[i])
ph22.coc1[i]<-phi(del[1]-covar22.coc[i])
ph22.coc2[i]<-phi(del[2]-covar22.coc[i])
###################################################
# UNIVARIATE ORDINAL PROBABILITIES for Likelihood #
###################################################
# Marijuana p(y1=j), j=0,1,2,3
p0.mar[i]<-ph11.mar0[i]
p1.mar[i]<-ph11.mar1[i]-ph11.mar0[i]
p2.mar[i]<-ph11.mar2[i]-ph11.mar1[i]
p3.mar[i]<-1-ph11.mar2[i]
# Cocaine p(y2=k), k=0,1,2,3
p0.coc[i]<-ph22.coc0[i]
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p1.coc[i]<-ph22.coc1[i]-ph22.coc0[i]
p2.coc[i]<-ph22.coc2[i]-ph22.coc1[i]
p3.coc[i]<-1-ph22.coc2[i]
# The following six are needed only to approximate bivariate
ph13.mar0[i]<-phi(-covar11.mar[i])
ph13.mar1[i]<-phi(mu[1]-covar11.mar[i])
ph13.mar2[i]<-phi(mu[2]-covar11.mar[i])
ph13.mar3[i]<-1
ph23.coc0[i]<-phi(-covar22.coc[i])
ph23.coc1[i]<-phi(del[1]-covar22.coc[i])
ph23.coc2[i]<-phi(del[2]-covar22.coc[i])
ph23.coc3[i]<-1
##############################################
# Approximate Bivariate cumulative Probability
# Method used: Mee and Owen(1983)
##############################################
h0[i]<--covar11.mar[i]
h1[i]<-mu[1]-covar11.mar[i]
h2[i]<-mu[2]-covar11.mar[i]
h3[i]<-1.0E+16
pdf0.mar[i]<-1/(sqrt(2*3.14159265358979))*exp(-0.5*h0[i]*h0[i])
pdf1.mar[i]<-1/(sqrt(2*3.14159265358979))*exp(-0.5*h1[i]*h1[i])
pdf2.mar[i]<-1/(sqrt(2*3.14159265358979))*exp(-0.5*h2[i]*h2[i])
pdf3.mar[i]<-1/(sqrt(2*3.14159265358979))*exp(-0.5*h3[i]*h3[i])
nu0.mar[i]<- -(rho*pdf0.mar[i])/phi(h0[i])
nu1.mar[i]<- -(rho*pdf1.mar[i])/phi(h1[i])
nu2.mar[i]<- -(rho*pdf2.mar[i])/phi(h2[i])
nu3.mar[i]<- 0
# variance are function of h(marijuana predictor but not k
(cocaine predictor)
s20[i]<-1+rho*h0[i]*nu0.mar[i]- nu0.mar[i]*nu0.mar[i]
s21[i]<-1+rho*h1[i]*nu1.mar[i]-nu1.mar[i]*nu1.mar[i]
s22[i]<-1+rho*h2[i]*nu2.mar[i]-nu2.mar[i]*nu2.mar[i]
s23[i]<-1
k0[i]<- -covar22.coc[i]
k1[i]<- del[1]-covar22.coc[i]
k2[i]<- del[2]-covar22.coc[i]
k3[i]<- 1.0E+16
# cumulative bivariate probability for 1st likelihood
Q00[i]<- phi(h0[i])*phi((k0[i]-nu0.mar[i])/sqrt(s20[i]))
# cumulative bivariate probability for 2nd likelihood
Q10[i]<- phi(h1[i])*phi((k0[i]-nu1.mar[i])/sqrt(s21[i]))
Q20[i]<- phi(h2[i])*phi((k0[i]-nu2.mar[i])/sqrt(s22[i]))
Q30[i]<- phi(h3[i])*phi((k0[i]-nu3.mar[i])/sqrt(s23[i]))
# cumulative bivariate probability for 3rd likelihood
Q01[i]<- phi(h0[i])*phi((k1[i]-nu0.mar[i])/sqrt(s20[i]))
Q02[i]<- phi(h0[i])*phi((k2[i]-nu0.mar[i])/sqrt(s20[i]))
Q03[i]<- phi(h0[i])*phi((k3[i]-nu0.mar[i])/sqrt(s20[i]))
# Cumulative bivariate probability for 4th likelihood
Q11[i]<- phi(h1[i])*phi((k1[i]-nu1.mar[i])/sqrt(s21[i]))
Q12[i]<- phi(h1[i])*phi((k2[i]-nu1.mar[i])/sqrt(s21[i]))
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Q13[i]<- phi(h1[i])*phi((k3[i]-nu1.mar[i])/sqrt(s21[i]))
Q21[i]<- phi(h2[i])*phi((k1[i]-nu2.mar[i])/sqrt(s22[i]))
Q22[i]<- phi(h2[i])*phi((k2[i]-nu2.mar[i])/sqrt(s22[i]))
Q23[i]<- phi(h2[i])*phi((k3[i]-nu2.mar[i])/sqrt(s22[i]))
Q31[i]<- phi(h3[i])*phi((k1[i]-nu3.mar[i])/sqrt(s23[i]))
Q32[i]<- phi(h3[i])*phi((k2[i]-nu3.mar[i])/sqrt(s23[i]))
Q33[i]<- phi(h3[i])*phi((k3[i]-nu3.mar[i])/sqrt(s23[i]))
####################################################
# BIVARIATE ORDINAL PROBABILITIES for Likelihood ##
# WITH OUT INCLUDING ZERO INFLATION PART
##
####################################################
# ordinal probalities Pr(y1=0,y2=0)
p00[i]<-Q00[i]
# ordinal probalities Pr(y1=j,y2=0;j=1,,3)
p10[i]<-Q10[i]-Q00[i]
p20[i]<-Q20[i]-Q10[i]
p30[i]<-Q30[i]-Q20[i]
# ordinal probalities Pr(y1=0,y2=k;k=1,2,3)
p01[i]<-Q01[i]-Q00[i]
p02[i]<-Q02[i]-Q01[i]
p03[i]<-Q03[i]-Q02[i]
# ordinal probalities Pr(y1=j,y2=k)
p11[i]<- Q11[i]-Q01[i]-Q10[i]+Q00[i]
p12[i]<- Q12[i]-Q02[i]-Q11[i]+Q01[i]
p13[i]<- Q13[i]-Q03[i]-Q12[i]+Q02[i]
p21[i]<- Q21[i]-Q11[i]-Q20[i]+Q10[i]
p22[i]<- Q22[i]-Q12[i]-Q21[i]+Q11[i]
p23[i]<- Q23[i]-Q13[i]-Q22[i]+Q12[i]
p31[i]<- Q31[i]-Q21[i]-Q30[i]+Q20[i]
p32[i]<- Q32[i]-Q22[i]-Q31[i]+Q21[i]
p33[i]<- Q33[i]-Q23[i]-Q32[i]+Q22[i]
cov.mix[i]<-inprod(gam1[1:q1],z[i,])
lam0[i]<- phi(-cov.mix[i])
lam1[i]<- phi(cov.mix[i])
# calculate likelihood for each individual(probability)
p[i,1]<- lam0[i]+lam1[i]*p00[i]
p[i,2]<- lam1[i]*p10[i]
p[i,3]<- lam1[i]*p20[i]
p[i,4]<- lam1[i]*p30[i]
p[i,5]<- lam1[i]*p01[i]
p[i,6]<- lam1[i]*p02[i]
p[i,7]<- lam1[i]*p03[i]
p[i,8]<- lam1[i]*p11[i]
p[i,9]<- lam1[i]*p12[i]
p[i,10]<- lam1[i]*p13[i]
p[i,11]<- lam1[i]*p21[i]
p[i,12]<- lam1[i]*p22[i]
p[i,13]<- lam1[i]*p23[i]
p[i,14]<- lam1[i]*p31[i]
p[i,15]<- lam1[i]*p32[i]
p[i,16]<- lam1[i]*p33[i]
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y[i] ~dcat(p[i,1:16])
}
}
# Code for BOP Model
model
{
# Prior
rho~dnorm(-1,1)
mu[1]~dnorm(0, 1.0E-02)I(0, mu[2])
mu[2]~dnorm(0, 1.0E-02)I(mu[1],)
del[1]~dnorm(0, 1.0E-02)I(0, del[2])
del[2]~dnorm(0, 1.0E-02)I(del[1],)
for (i in 1:p1){ beta3.mar[i]~dnorm(0,0.01)}
for (i in 1:p2){ beta3.coc[i]~dnorm(0,0.01)}
for (i in 1:n)
{
# CALCULATE ALL PREDICTORS (B'X) FOR Consumptions
covar11.mar[i]<-inprod(beta3.mar[1:p1],x1[i,])
covar22.coc[i]<-inprod(beta3.coc[1:p2],x2[i,])
ph11.mar0[i]<-phi(-covar11.mar[i])
ph11.mar1[i]<-phi(mu[1]-covar11.mar[i])
ph11.mar2[i]<-phi(mu[2]-covar11.mar[i])
ph22.coc0[i]<-phi(-covar22.coc[i])
ph22.coc1[i]<-phi(del[1]-covar22.coc[i])
ph22.coc2[i]<-phi(del[2]-covar22.coc[i])
# UNIVARIATE ORDINAL PROBABILITIES for Likelihood #
p0.mar[i]<-ph11.mar0[i]
p1.mar[i]<-ph11.mar1[i]-ph11.mar0[i]
p2.mar[i]<-ph11.mar2[i]-ph11.mar1[i]
p3.mar[i]<-1-ph11.mar2[i]
# Cocaine
p0.coc[i]<-ph22.coc0[i]
p1.coc[i]<-ph22.coc1[i]-ph22.coc0[i]
p2.coc[i]<-ph22.coc2[i]-ph22.coc1[i]
p3.coc[i]<-1-ph22.coc2[i]
# The following six are needed only to approximate bivariate
ph13.mar0[i]<-phi(-covar11.mar[i])
ph13.mar1[i]<-phi(mu[1]-covar11.mar[i])
ph13.mar2[i]<-phi(mu[2]-covar11.mar[i])
ph13.mar3[i]<-1
ph23.coc0[i]<-phi(-covar22.coc[i])
ph23.coc1[i]<-phi(del[1]-covar22.coc[i])
ph23.coc2[i]<-phi(del[2]-covar22.coc[i])
ph23.coc3[i]<-1
# Approximate Bivariate cumulative Probability using Univariate
h0[i]<--covar11.mar[i]
h1[i]<-mu[1]-covar11.mar[i]
h2[i]<-mu[2]-covar11.mar[i]
h3[i]<-1.0E+16
pdf0.mar[i]<-1/(sqrt(2*3.14159265358979))*exp(-0.5*h0[i]*h0[i])
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pdf1.mar[i]<-1/(sqrt(2*3.14159265358979))*exp(-0.5*h1[i]*h1[i])
pdf2.mar[i]<-1/(sqrt(2*3.14159265358979))*exp(-0.5*h2[i]*h2[i])
pdf3.mar[i]<-1/(sqrt(2*3.14159265358979))*exp(-0.5*h3[i]*h3[i])
nu0.mar[i]<- -(rho*pdf0.mar[i])/phi(h0[i])
nu1.mar[i]<- -(rho*pdf1.mar[i])/phi(h1[i])
nu2.mar[i]<- -(rho*pdf2.mar[i])/phi(h2[i])
nu3.mar[i]<- 0
# variance are function of h(marijuana predictor but not k
s20[i]<-1+rho*h0[i]*nu0.mar[i]- nu0.mar[i]*nu0.mar[i]
s21[i]<-1+rho*h1[i]*nu1.mar[i]-nu1.mar[i]*nu1.mar[i]
s22[i]<-1+rho*h2[i]*nu2.mar[i]-nu2.mar[i]*nu2.mar[i]
s23[i]<-1
k0[i]<- -covar22.coc[i]
k1[i]<- del[1]-covar22.coc[i]
k2[i]<- del[2]-covar22.coc[i]
k3[i]<- 1.0E+16
# cumulative bivariate probability
Q00[i]<- phi(h0[i])*phi((k0[i]-nu0.mar[i])/sqrt(s20[i]))
Q10[i]<- phi(h1[i])*phi((k0[i]-nu1.mar[i])/sqrt(s21[i]))
Q20[i]<- phi(h2[i])*phi((k0[i]-nu2.mar[i])/sqrt(s22[i]))
Q30[i]<- phi(h3[i])*phi((k0[i]-nu3.mar[i])/sqrt(s23[i]))
Q01[i]<- phi(h0[i])*phi((k1[i]-nu0.mar[i])/sqrt(s20[i]))
Q02[i]<- phi(h0[i])*phi((k2[i]-nu0.mar[i])/sqrt(s20[i]))
Q03[i]<- phi(h0[i])*phi((k3[i]-nu0.mar[i])/sqrt(s20[i]))
Q11[i]<- phi(h1[i])*phi((k1[i]-nu1.mar[i])/sqrt(s21[i]))
Q12[i]<- phi(h1[i])*phi((k2[i]-nu1.mar[i])/sqrt(s21[i]))
Q13[i]<- phi(h1[i])*phi((k3[i]-nu1.mar[i])/sqrt(s21[i]))
Q21[i]<- phi(h2[i])*phi((k1[i]-nu2.mar[i])/sqrt(s22[i]))
Q22[i]<- phi(h2[i])*phi((k2[i]-nu2.mar[i])/sqrt(s22[i]))
Q23[i]<- phi(h2[i])*phi((k3[i]-nu2.mar[i])/sqrt(s22[i]))
Q31[i]<- phi(h3[i])*phi((k1[i]-nu3.mar[i])/sqrt(s23[i]))
Q32[i]<- phi(h3[i])*phi((k2[i]-nu3.mar[i])/sqrt(s23[i]))
Q33[i]<- phi(h3[i])*phi((k3[i]-nu3.mar[i])/sqrt(s23[i]))
p00[i]<-Q00[i]
p10[i]<-Q10[i]-Q00[i]
p20[i]<-Q20[i]-Q10[i]
p30[i]<-Q30[i]-Q20[i]
p01[i]<-Q01[i]-Q00[i]
p02[i]<-Q02[i]-Q01[i]
p03[i]<-Q03[i]-Q02[i]
p11[i]<- Q11[i]-Q01[i]-Q10[i]+Q00[i]
p12[i]<- Q12[i]-Q02[i]-Q11[i]+Q01[i]
p13[i]<- Q13[i]-Q03[i]-Q12[i]+Q02[i]
p21[i]<- Q21[i]-Q11[i]-Q20[i]+Q10[i]
p22[i]<- Q22[i]-Q12[i]-Q21[i]+Q11[i]
p23[i]<- Q23[i]-Q13[i]-Q22[i]+Q12[i]
p31[i]<- Q31[i]-Q21[i]-Q30[i]+Q20[i]
p32[i]<- Q32[i]-Q22[i]-Q31[i]+Q21[i]
p33[i]<- Q33[i]-Q23[i]-Q32[i]+Q22[i]
p[i,1]<- p00[i]
p[i,2]<- p10[i]
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p[i,3]<- p20[i]
p[i,4]<- p30[i]
p[i,5]<- p01[i]
p[i,6]<- p02[i]
p[i,7]<- p03[i]
p[i,8]<- p11[i]
p[i,9]<- p12[i]
p[i,10]<- p13[i]
p[i,11]<- p21[i]
p[i,12]<- p22[i]
p[i,13]<- p23[i]
p[i,14]<- p31[i]
p[i,15]<- p32[i]
p[i,16]<- p33[i]
y[i] ~dcat(p[i,1:16])
}
}
#ANALYSIS OF DRUG ABUSE DATA
library(R2WinBUGS)
library(boa)
library(MCMCpack)
library(car)
library(mvtnorm)
library(MASS)
library(MSBVAR) # for bivariate normal probability
# Read datos.final data that
load("datos.final.RData")
covz=c("AGE","SMOKE","CJ_STAT");
covx1=c("AGE","SMOKE","CJ_STAT","MALE","BLACK")
covx2=c("AGE","SMOKE","CJ_STAT","MALE","BLACK")
# to work in bugs make matrix not daat frame
z<- as.matrix(datosdata[,covz])
x1<- as.matrix(datosdata[,covx1])
x2<- as.matrix(datosdata[,covx2])
gam1=c(2.60,0.40,0.90);
gam2=c(2.70,-0.05,1.03);
gam3=c(2.50,0.60,1.0);
beta1.mar=c(-0.02,0.20,-0.73,-0.15,0.18);
beta2.coc=c(-0.02,-0.09,404,0.267,-0.090);
# The following 5 lines are only for BOP
beta3.mar=c(-0.03,0.15,-0.20,0.20,-0.05);
beta3.coc=c(-0.01,-0.04,0.367,0.14,-0.18);
mu=c(0.70,1.15);
del=c(0.48,1.02);
rho=.40;
q1<-length(gam1)
q2<-length(gam2)
q3<-length(gam3)
# no. of param for marijuana
p1<-length(beta1.mar)
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p3<-length(beta3.mar)
# no. of param for marijuana
p2<-length(beta2.coc)
p4<-length(beta3.coc)
# Read data
datosdata<-as.data.frame(datos.final)
# standarized age
n<-dim(datosdata)[1]
#attach(datosdata)
rm("y1","y2","y","x1","x2","z","z1")
y1<- datosdata$y1
y2<- datosdata$y2
y<- datosdata$y
# Create WinBUGS data file
date()
data<list(n=n,q1=q1,q2=q2,q3=q3,p1=p1,p2=p2,p3=p3,p4=p4,y=y,x1=x1,x2=x
2,z=z)
bugs.data(data, digits = 5, data.file = "mzibop_datosdata.txt")
# Create Initial Values
inits<function(){list(gam1=gam1,gam2=gam2,gam3=gam3,beta1.mar=beta1.mar
,beta3.mar=beta3.mar,
beta2.coc=beta2.coc,beta3.coc=beta3.coc,mu=mu,del=del,rho=rho)}
#########################################################
# Call winbugs from R using R2winbugs
#
#########################################################
codaPkg =FALSE;
pr.time<-proc.time()[1:3]
param<c("gam1","gam2","gam3","beta1.mar","beta3.mar","beta2.coc","beta3
.coc","mu","del","rho")
mzibop.sim<- bugs(data="mzibop_datosdata.txt", inits=inits,
parameters.to.save=param,
model.file="mzibop_winbugs_model_matrix_corrected.txt",
n.chains=1,
n.iter=220000,
n.burnin=20000,
n.thin=100,
DIC=TRUE,
codaPkg = codaPkg,
bugs.directory=bugsdir,
program="WinBUGS",
debug=debug)
# IF TRUE does not return to R console
#save summary statistics KEEP ONLY (mean ,sd, 2.5% median 97.%
MZIBOPMCMCSummary<-data.frame(mzibop.sim$summary[,c(1,2,3,5,7)])
colnames(MZIBOPMCMCSummary)<c("Mean","St.Dev.","2.5%","Median","97.5%")
Params<-rownames(MZIBOPMCMCSummary,do.NULL=TRUE,prefix="row")
row.names(MZIBOPMCMCSummary)<-NULL
MZIBOP.Summary<-cbind(Params,round(MZIBOPMCMCSummary,3))
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# calcualte Monte-Carlo Error
# Read More at :
http://leopard.physics.ucdavis.edu/rts/michigan/erroranal.pdf
# write in EXCEL FILE
write.table(MZIBOP.Summary, file = "MZIBOP_Summary.csv", sep =
",", col.names = NA,qmethod = "double")
# GOODNESS STATISTICS
MZIBOP.goodness<cbind(Dbar=MZIBOP.Summary$Mean[Params=="deviance"],pD=mzibop.sim$
pD,DIC=mzibop.sim$DIC)
# COMBINE BOTH
BOTH.goodness<-rbind(BOP.goodness,MZIBOP.goodness)
write.table(data.frame(BOTH.goodness), file =
"BOTH_goodness.csv", sep = ",", col.names = NA,qmethod =
"double")
###########################
# USING CODA PACKAGE
#
# Convergence Diagnostics #
###########################
library("coda")
# Reading from WinBUGS output (coda index and coda chain file)
and create mcmc object
mzibop.coda<read.coda(output.file="mzibopmodel_250itr_coda_chain1.txt",index.
file="mzibopmodel_250itr_coda_index.txt",
quiet=FALSE,start=501,end=2500,thin=1)
library("mcmcplots")
traplot(mzibop.coda) # of all parameters
# Trace plots of few parameters
traplot(mzibop.coda,c("deviance","rho","mu[1]","del[1]","beta1.ma
r[1]","beta2.coc[3]","beta3.mar[3]","beta3.coc[5]","gam2[3]"))
# density plot
denplot(mzibop.coda,c("deviance","rho","mu[1]","del[1]","beta1.ma
r[1]","beta2.coc[3]","beta3.mar[3]","beta3.coc[5]","gam2[3]"))
par(mfrow=c(2,2))
caterplot(mzibop.coda,"beta1.mar[1]",collapse=FALSE,denstrip=FALS
E,labels.loc="above")
caterplot(mzibop.coda,"beta2.coc[3]",collapse=FALSE,denstrip=FALS
E,labels.loc="above")
caterplot(mzibop.coda,"beta3.mar[3]",collapse=FALSE,denstrip=FALS
E,labels.loc="above")
caterplot(mzibop.coda,"gam2[3]",collapse=FALSE,denstrip=FALSE,lab
els.loc="above")
par(mfrow=c(1,1))
# correlation plots
# Heat map of correlation matrix
parcorplot(mzibop.coda, random=1,col=cm.colors(15),
cex.axis=0.75, cex.lab=0.6)
parcorplot(mzibop.coda, random=1,col=terrain.colors(15),
cex.axis=0.70, cex.lab=0.6)
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par(mfrow=c(2,2))
autocorr.plot(mzibop.coda[,"beta1.mar[1]"],auto.layout=F,
main="beta1.mar[1]")
#greek=T
autocorr.plot(mzibop.coda[,"beta2.coc[3]"],auto.layout=F,main="be
ta2.coc[1]")
autocorr.plot(mzibop.coda[,"beta3.mar[3]"],auto.layout=F,main="be
ta3.mar[3]")
autocorr.plot(mzibop.coda[,"gam2[3]"],lag.max=NULL,auto.layout=F,
main="gam2[3]")
par(mfrow=c(1,1))
# 3x3 plot
par(mfrow=c(2,3))
#autocorr.plot(mzibop.coda[,"deviance"],auto.layout=F,
main="deviance")
autocorr.plot(mzibop.coda[,"rho"],auto.layout=F,main="rho",col="b
lue")
autocorr.plot(mzibop.coda[,"mu[1]"],auto.layout=F,main="mu[1]",co
l="blue")
autocorr.plot(mzibop.coda[,"del[1]"],lag.max=NULL,auto.layout=F,m
ain="del[1]",col="blue")
#autocorr.plot(mzibop.coda[,"beta1.mar[1]"],auto.layout=F,
main="beta1.mar[1]",col="blue")
autocorr.plot(mzibop.coda[,"beta2.coc[3]"],auto.layout=F,main="be
ta2.coc[1]",col="blue")
autocorr.plot(mzibop.coda[,"beta3.mar[3]"],auto.layout=F,main="be
ta3.mar[3]",col="blue")
autocorr.plot(mzibop.coda[,"beta3.coc[5]"],auto.layout=F,main="be
ta3.mar[3]",col="blue")
#autocorr.plot(mzibop.coda[,"gam2[3]"],lag.max=NULL,auto.layout=F
,main="gam2[3]",co;="blue")
par(mfrow=c(1,1))
# coda autocorr function calculates the autocorrelation
library(coda)
autocorr(mzibop.coda,relative=T)
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